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ZIFA gambling 
with coaches  

Fare thee well 
Cde Chigwagwa 

BY ALOIS VINGA 

HE debate on the Labour 
Amendment Act 5 of 2015 has 
taken a new twist after the  T

Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions 
(ZCTU)  filed an  application at the High 
Court seeking  an order to declare two 
sections of the Labour Act (Chap28;01) 
unconstitutional, null and void as they 
contravene the Constitution of Zimbabwe.

Through their legal representatives,   
Lovemore Madhuku Lawyers, the ZCTU is 
arguing that the two sections 12(c) 3 and 93 
(5a) contradict the constitution of Zimbabwe.

 On the one hand section 12(C3) of the 
Labour Act  states that “where an employer 
alleges financial incapacity and consequent 
inability to pay the minimum retrenchment 
package timeously or at all, the employer 
shall apply in writing to be exempted from 
paying the full minimum retrenchment 
package or any part of it to- (a) the 
employment council established for the 
undertaking or industry; or (b) if there is no 
employment council for the undertaking 
concerned, to the Retrenchment Board: 
which shall respond to the request within 
fourteen days of receiving the notice and 
failing which response the application is 
deemed to have been granted. On the other 
hand 93 (5a) states that  a labour officer has 
the power  to refer a matter arising from a 
labour dispute , upon consulting any labour 
officer who is senior to him or her and to 
whom he or she is responsible in the area in 
which he or she attempted to settle the 
dispute or unfair labour practice - (a) shall 
refer the dispute to compulsory arbitration if 
the dispute is a dispute of interest and the 
parties are engaged in an essential service, 
and the provisions of section 98 shall apply to 
such reference to compulsory arbitration; or 
(b) may, with the agreement of the parties, 
refer the dispute or unfair labour practice to 
voluntary arbitration if the dispute is a 
dispute of interest; or (c) may if the dispute or 
unfair labour practice is a dispute of right:

In the court papers recorded under HC 
4959/17, the ZCTU said that following the 
Supreme Court decision in Nyamande versus 
Zuva Petroleum in July 2015, over 20 000 
workers lost their jobs on three months 
notices before Parliament enacted the Labour 
Act which introduced new sections 12C (3) 
and 93 (5a) into the legal piece which have 
brought their untold injustice in the labour 

ZCTU challenges 
constitutionality of
 Labour Act sections 

he labour movement has received  with anxiety 
the news of  the appointments to the Special 
Economic Zones (SEZ) board led by the T

former Reserve Bank of  Zimbabwe (RBZ) Governor 
Gideon Gono  given their lack of  capacity and poor 
previous records in public management.

Giving the thumbs down to the new board that is 
expected to drive the economy in the controversial Special 
Economic Zones, the Zimbabwe Congress of  Trade 
Unions (ZCTU) said individuals in the board do not have 
the capacity to drive the initiative towards positive results.

ZCTU Secretary-General Japhet Moyo told The Worker 
that the labour movement has no faith in the board as it is 
made up of  people who have failed in their previous 
portfolios. 

“They have been part of  the decay, besides, the 
fundamentals that have kept the investors away have not 
been dealt with. This is a group of  people who are being re-
circled and some of  them have failed to keep afloat their 
tuck shops. Their (questionable) capacities coupled with the 
environment militates against them,” said Moyo.

More worrying to the ZCTU, said Moyo, is that the 
composition of  the board shows traits of  a captured clique 
as evidenced by the absence of  a board member drawn 
directly from labour, a clear indication that the government 
was up to no good especially on worker protection in the 
proposed zones.

“Labour is not represented and that exposes the 
mentality that has been exhibited for sometime now, 
especially from the sponsoring Ministry. Our view is that the 
group resembles the same old faces that has been linked to 
red tape at their other previous occupation and are prone to 
corruption as usual. It is a move to give old boys and girls 
more power and money. The board is a replica of  ZIA  

Labour wary 
of SEZ board
ZCTU doubts capacity of  individuals 

Japhet Moyo - ZCTU Secretary General 

BY ADMORE MARAMBANYIKA 
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H E  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  
T r a d e  U n i o n  
Confederation (ITUC) T

has confronted President, 
Robert Mugabe over the 
dismissal of  ZCTU President, 
Peter  Mutasa,  f rom the 
National Social  Security 
Authority  (NSSA) board 
demanding his immediate and 
unconditional reinstatement.

In a letter addressed to 
President Mugabe, dated 17 May 
2017, Sharan Burrow, ITUC 
General Secretary said Mutasa's 
unilateral withdrawal from the 
board was a retaliatory measure 
aimed at silencing and weakening 
the ZCTU's role within the social 
security authority. 

“We deplore Mr Mutasa's 
removal because of  his trade 
union activities, which we consider 
a retaliatory measure aimed at 
weakening the ZCTU. Again, we 
strongly condemn this arbitrary 
dismissal that constitutes a stark 
v io l a t ion  o f  f r eedom of  
association as enshrined in the 
ILO conventions ratified by 

Zimbabwe,” she said.
She called for the immediate 

reinstatement of  Mutasa, adding 
that the ZCTU's demands as spelt 
out in a letter the labour body wrote 
to Zimbabwe's labour minister must 
be met unconditionally.

“ W h i l e  t h e  Z i m b a b w e  
Constitution section 69 (1) and (2) 
stipulates the right to a fair hearing, 
Mr Mutasa was not allowed to 
exercise his constitutional rights, 
and was not directly informed about 
the allegations and removal's 
decision,” she said.

The ITUC represents 181 
million workers in 163 countries and 
territories with 340 national 
affiliates.

Mutasa was dismissed from the 
NSSA board by labour minister 
Prisca Mupfumira on allegations of  
fai l ing to comply with the 
confidentiality of  board discussions 
and leaking unspecified information 
to the media.

Mupfumira wrote directly to the 
ZCTU informing them of  Mutasa's 
removal without first informing him 
of  the decision.

T h e  Z C T U  h a s  s i n c e  
approached the High Court seeking 
the reversal of  Mutasa's dismissal.

Of  late NSSA has been in the 
public limelight for failing to 
manage its various investments. 
The authority is failing to locate a 
US$3,4 million piece of  land in 
Chegutu that it bought using 
pensioners' money.

Auditor-General Mrs Mildred 
Chiri's report on state enterprises 
and parastatals for the financial year 
ended December 31, 2016, said 
Nssa bought land in Chegutu's 
Hintonville Extension and then 
claimed it could not find it.

“There was no evidence of  a 
written handover takeover between 
n e w  e xe c u t ive s  a n d  t h e i r  
predecessors. Handover takeover 
should have been documented and 
agreed between the concerned 
officers. As an example, land in 
Chegutu, Hintonville Extension 
valued at US$3 419 000 was written 
off  in the year ended December 31, 
2016 as the authority could not 
locate the land.”

Chiri also noted that Nssa had 
several investments that had been 
lying idle “for a significant period 
of  time”. The properties include 
the Dr Joshua Nkomo-initiated 
Ekusileni Medical Centre, National 
Blankets, Woodlands Town House, 

and number 8 Helens Drive in 
Harare.

Investments amounting to 
US$35,5 million as at December 31, 
2016, were stuck in failed financial 
institutions.

NSSA general manager, Liz 
Chitiga, recently confirmed to the 
media that US$35,5 million was 
s tuck  in  va r ious  f inanc i a l  
institutions that had gone bust.

“We note your concerns 
regarding funds that are held in 
failed institutions and assure you 
that my team and I continue to 
explore ways to recover as much of  
these funds as possible. As at 
December 31, 2016, the total figure 
of  funds stuck in such financial 
institutions was about US$35,5 
million,” said Chitiga.

Pope Francis: Labour unions are essential to society
abour unions that 
protect and defend the 
dignity of  work and L

the rights of  workers continue to 
have an essential role in society, 
e s p e c i a l l y  i n  p r o m o t i n g  
inclusion, Pope Francis said.

"There is no good society without 
a good union, and there is no good 
union that isn’t reborn every day in 
the peripheries, that doesn't 
transform the rejected stones of  the 
economy into corner stones," the 
pope said on June 28 during an 
audience with Italian union leaders.

"There is no justice together if  it 
isn't together with today's excluded 
ones," he told members of  the 
Italian Confederation of  Union 
Workers.

Unions, he said, risk losing their 
"prophetic nature" when they mimic 
the very institutions they are called to 
challenge, he said. "Unions over time 
have ended up resembling politicians 
too much, or rather political parties, 
their language, their style."

Labour unions must guard and 
protect workers, but also defend the 
rights of  those "outside the walls," 
particularly those who are retired 
and the excluded who are "also 
e xc l u d e d  f r o m  r i g h t s  a n d  
democracy."

Po p e  Fr a n c i s  d e n o u n c e d  
situations in which children are 
forced to work rather than being 
allowed to study, which is the "only 
good 'job' for children."

Turning to one of  his frequently 
voiced concerns, the pope told the 
union leaders that a society that 
leaves young men and women 
without jobs is "foolish and 
shortsighted."

"When young people are outside 
the world of  work, businesses lack 

energy, enthusiasm, innovation and 
the joy of  living which are precious 
common goods that a make a better 
economic life and public happiness," 
he said.

The pope's speech kicked off  the 
union's national conference on the 
theme: "For the person, for work."

Reflecting on the conference 
theme, the pope said that work 
without respect for the person 
"becomes something inhuman," 
while a person without work is 
incomplete.

People truly flourish when they 
have a job, "the most common form 
of  cooperation that humanity has 
generated in its history," the pope 
said.

Pope Francis laughs as he greets a 
woman during an audience with 
people from Lyon, France, in Paul VI 
hall at the Vatican July 6. The 
audience was with 200 people living 
in difficult or precarious situations. 

Avoid becoming Christians of  
“the right or the left” urges Pope 

Francis during Pentecost Homily
Gerard O'Connell
"Work is a form of  civil love: It is 

not a romantic love nor always 
intentional but rather a true, 
authentic love, that makes us live and 
bring the world forward," he said.

Men and women, he continued, 
are not created solely for work but 
also must enjoy a "healthy culture of  
leisure," which "isn't laziness but a 
human need."

Pope Francis said he asks working 
parents if  they play with their 
children and is often told that some 
mothers and fathers leave for work 
when their children are still sleeping 
or arrive home when they are already 
in bed.

"This is inhumane," he said. "For 
this reason, this other culture (of  
leisure) must go together with work; 
a person is not made just for work, 
because we don't always work and we 
shouldn't always work." 

Pope Francis greets the crowd as he leaves his general audience in
 St. Peter's Square at the Vatican on June 28. 

(CNS photo/Paul Haring)

ITUC confronts Mugabe over Mutasa’s 
expulsion from NSSA board 

Sharan Burrow

BY STAFF REPORTER

world and are adversely affecting applicant's members.
“An employee who has been retrenched is entitled to a minimum 

retrenchment package. Notwithstanding the centrality of a retrenchment to 
a person who has lost a job; the person may lose the enjoyment of a statutory 
right at the instance of mere committee called a “Retrenchment Board”. A 
statutory right is therefore lost at the instance of a body that is not a court?” 
reads the court submission.

The ZCTU is seeking the nullity of the section as they argue that the 
affected employee neither has the right to be heard by the Retrenchment 
Board nor the right to appeal against the organ's verdicts. The clause in the in 
the Labour Act which cites that  if the Retrenchment Board fails to respond 
to an employer's application for permission to retrench within 14 days  then 
the application for exemption to pay retrenchment packages is deemed 
granted is also being challenged as a statutory right is automatically lost 
since the employee's concerns are not factored in.

The court papers state that an employee with a ruling in his or her favour 
automatically loses the initiative thereafter as he does not have the right to 
be informed of confirmation proceedings in the Labour Court relating to a 
ruling in his or her favour. It is noted that if the confirmation is being 
opposed, he /she has no automatic right to be heard.

The ZCTU contends that Section 12C(3) is contrary to the right of 
applicant's  members to be protected by Section 56 of the constitution which 
provides for equality before the law .

“A statutory right cannot be lost at the whims of a statutory body that has 
no judicial authority. No other groups of persons lose statutory rights in this 
manner. Section 12C3 therefore makes workers less equal than other 
persons,” says the submission.

The section has also been condemned for infringing section 69 (2) and (3) 
of the constitution which requires the determination  of civil rights to heard 
by an independent and impartial court, tribunal or other form established by 
law  hence the Retrenchment Board does not meet the stipulated criteria.

The tiff around the Labour Act began in October 2015 when Employers 
Confederation of Zimbabwe (EMCOZ) approached the courts fighting the 
minimum mandatory retrenchment cost of every employer pegged at three 
months' notice and two weeks' salary for every year served, without 
considering the ability of employers to pay, among other factors.

In December of the same year, ZCTU made a counter application to the 
High Court seeking to be joined with government in fighting against the 
EMCOZ application. In early 2016, High Court Judge Justice Foroma 
passed a ruing under HC/11669/15 in which ZCTU was granted the right to 
be enjoined to government as one of the respondents in a case in which 
EMCOZ challenged the Labour Act Amendment.

However, after careful considerations in March this year, EMCOZ and the 
Public Service, Labour and Social Welfare Ministry's lawyers agreed 
through a consent order to wait for the Constitutional Court ruling in the 
case in which Greatermens , a subsidiary of Thomas Meikles Stores, is 
seeking a similar relief after challenging payment of employees in 
retrospect  .

The case was heard last year and judgment was reserved.  Chief Justice 
Luke Malaba granted the consented order to EMCOZ after consulting with 
his colleagues in case Number CCZ86/2015.

ZCTU challenges Labour Act sections 
  From Page 1
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he National Union of  Metal 
and Allied Industries in 
Zimbabwe (NUMAIZ) is T

up in arms with the employers 
association for the Ferro Alloys 
industry which recently filed an 
application at the High Court 
seeking to set aside an arbitral 
award effecting a three percent 
wage increment.

The award which translates to a 
mere $7, 14 increment for the least paid 
employees in the sector was awarded 
by arbitrators Zakeyo Mtimtema and 
Mathias Ruziwa in March 2016.

In his affidavit submitted to the 
High Court, Mike Dzinoreva the 
Chairperson of  Zimbabwe Ferro 
Alloys Employers Association argued 
that Mtimtema and Ruziwa did not 
consider the damaging effect of  the 
increment as his members owed a total 
of  $565000-00 to providers of  finance 
and a further $125 960-00 to other 
creditors and the debts are ballooning 
due to persistent low capacity 
operations and depressed prices.

“I hasten to mention, as a matter of  
fact, that the award ignores a 
fundamental point that the Labour 
costs in this country in general and 
Ferro-chrome industry in particular 
are too high and deter foreign investors 
from investing in this country,” said 
Dzinoreva.

“The award has the effect of  
plunging the apple cart over the cliff  
and inevitably result in the total 
collapse of  the Ferro Chrome industry 
in Zimbabwe particularly taking into 
account that out of  14 companies five 
have already closed, six have ceased 
operations and one is under judicial 
management owing to viability 
cha l l eng e s  a r i s i ng  f rom the  
unfavorable environment,” he added.

“The effect of  the increment is that 
the only remaining two companies 
operating at full capacity risks 
liquidation”

Dzinoreva, who had acknowledged 
in his High Court affidavit that the 
three percent  increment was small, 
engaged the services of  Wilmot and 
Bennet legal practitioners, urged the 
High court to set aside the arbitral 
award and in turn order NUMAIZ to 
pay costs of  suit.

Mtimtema who was chosen by 
NUMAIZ and Ruziwa selected by 
Employers Association to arbitrate 
over the increment issue had said in 
their arbitral award, “We are also alive 
to the economic realities prevailing in 
the country. The inflation rate has 
dropped to close to 13, 29 in 2015. The 
price of  chrome is internationally 
determined and has been failing down. 
Respondent has accumulated debts 
which will take time to clear.

“It is our humble view that the 
problems prevailing in the industry 
require a shared responsibility on all 
the parties concerned. Considering all 
the above factors, we are of  the view 
that an increase of  3 percent for the 
period January to December 2015 is 
reasonable,” ruled the two arbitrators.

In an inter view with this  
publication, Anthony Nyashanu the 
President of  NUMAIZ said the 
employers association and the Union 
had failed to agree on wage increment 
with employers determined to have 
salaries remain fixed at $238-00.

“Workers want their salaries to 
increase from $238 to $250 for the 
period January to December 2015, 
considering that wages in the Ferro 
Alloys sector were last increased more 
than six years ago. Arguably chrome 
sme l t e r s  a r e  t h e  l e a s t  p a i d  
professionals in the land and this is not 
a healthy situation.

“It pains noting that we are in 2017 
but we are still fighting for a 3 percent 
increment of  two years ago which is far 
less than what workers rightfully 
deserve,” lamented Nyashanu.    

According to Nyashanu Ferro 
Alloys sector has the least minimum 
wage as compared to other sectors in 
NUMAIZ who are Automotive, 
Motor vehicle Manufacturers,  
Engineering and Electronics.

Ferro Alloys is a sector of  
NUMAIZ which covers employees 
companies such as Zimbabwe Alloys, 
Maranatha Ferro Chrome, Zimasco, 
and Afrochine among others who 
deals in the production of  Ferro 
chrome, from ore and associated 
materials. 

Meanwhile Labour Court Judge 
Euna Makamure recently gave a 
reprieve to Maranatha Ferrochrome 
employees by ordering that a Labour 
Officer should quantify their claim of  

unpaid housing allowance which can 
amount to several millions of  dollars.

The over 300 former Maranatha 
Ferrochrome employees have been 
involved in a legal tussle with their 
employer since 2009, alleging that 
Maranatha Ferrochrome had flatly 
refused to pay them their housing 
allowances which should be 30 percent 
of  their monthly salaries.

The legal battle initiated in 2009; 
has dragged on for more than eight 
years resulting in fatal consequences 
which include retrenchments, deaths 
and loss of  hope from the affected 
persons of  which some of  them have 
long relocated to other countries 
seeking greener pastures.

In the Labour Court, Maranatha 
Ferrochrome, through its legal 
practitioner Simplicio Bhebhe of  
Kantor and Immerman had argued 
that the arbitrator had erred in law in 
failing to find out that the dispute has 
been prescribed and had misdirected 
herself  in law in purporting to grant 
r e l i e f  t o  u n i d e n t i f i e d  a n d  
indeterminate claimants.

Bhebhe claimed that only Abiton 
Malunga is rightfully before the courts 

and submitted that the other 306 
people should file supporting 
affidavits clearly stating that they are 
part of  the claim.

The Maranatha representative also 
challenged the appointment of  the 
Harare based arbitrator, one L. Sigauke 
arguing that she has no jurisdiction 
over the matter. He submitted that a 
Chinhoyi arbitrator was supposed to 
take over from the late Tapuwa 
Magurei who passed on before 
quantifying his arbitral award handed 
down in April 2011. 

The late Magurei's award clearly 
indicated that Maranatha Ferrochrome 
should pay the former employees all 
their housing allowances backdated to 
February 2009.

In his judgment Makamure 
averred, “Considering that this matter 
was referred to Harare at the request 
of  the parties, and the unfortunate 
demise of  the arbitrator who originally 
dealt with it, it is I think, proper to 
accept that the necessary consultations 
were done. 

“In view of  what I stated above, it 
is my considered opinion that since the 
necessary consultation were done, the 

arbitrator had jurisdiction to deal with 
the matter.”

Justice Makamure concluded his 
judgment by judging that, “The matter 
be and is hereby remitted to the Labour 
Officer for the quantification to be 
conducted after properly identifying 
the respondents.”

Representatives of  the former 
employees, are currently locating the 
affected employees for the affidavits 

“We are facing a serious dilemma in 
finding supporting affidavits. It is a sad 
reality that the matter has dragged for 
far too long, and most of  the affected 
former employees have relocated from 
Kadoma to other places which are not 
accessible to us.” Said legal mentor 
Bonkingosi Mutongoza of  NUMAIZ

“Some of  the former employees 
such have Sebastian Mabwe and the 
then workers committee chairperson 
Gift Chinenyanga have since passed 
on,” added Mutongoza.

“Be that as it may,” Mutongoza 
went on, “NUMAIZ is determined to 
have employees paid their unpaid 
housing allowance as such will do 
everything to have the supporting 
affidavits. Right now we already have 
about  200 affidavits,” he said. 

Ferro Alloys industry employers 
play hard ball on wage increment

K  Zimbabwe has bowed to pressure from 
a faction of  the Commercial Workers 
Union (CWUZ) and agreed to remit O

subscriptions to the union to save its face against a 
threat of  a demonstration which was slated for the 
OK Grand Challenge.

The CWUZ faction has been at loggerheads with the 
reputable chain supermarket operator since 2014  as OK 
continued to forward trade union dues to the other 
CWUZ and an amicable solution could not be reached.  
As a result Zimbabwe Congress of  Trade Union 
(ZCTU) Secretary General, Japhet Moyo acting on 
behalf  of  CWUZ recently wrote a letter to OK 
Zimbabwe Human Resources Executive, M 
Chimbghandah , informing him that a crippling 
demonstration had been penciled for Borrowdale Race 
Course  where the OK Grand Challenge Draw was held 
on June 3.

However in a major climb down contradicting OK 
Zimbabwe's position declining to pay CWUZ the union 
dues, Chimbgndah engaged the Employers 
Confederation of  Zimbabwe (EMCOZ) chief  executive 
officer, John Mufukare who pleaded with the ZCTU to 
stop the demonstration and promised to start remitting 

the union dues immediately.
After the agreement, Moyo wrote to OK Zimbabwe 

on the eve before the grand challenge confirming that the 
protest action had been postponed.

“We refer to the discussion we had today with 

OK Zimbabwe bows to CWUZ demand for union dues

To page 5

he Federation of  Food and Allied Workers' Unions of  
Zimbabwe (FFAWUZ) has  embarked on nationwide 
trainings for  workers committees. T

Targeting  30 workers representatives per region,  drawn from various 
food industries , workers convened at different venues  for two days 
programme which was bankrolled by the Danish Trade Union Federation 
(3F). 

Participants were taken through various fundamental topics which 
included: Meeting procedures, Guidance to effective participation in the 
works council, Trade Union Organisation, Grievance Handling, Duties of  
employees, Terms and conditions upon employment termination as well as 
the Roles and functions of  Workers Committees.  

Facilitating in Mutare,  FFAWUZ Organiser, Jokoniah Mawopa said the 
union aimed at empowering the workers committees so that they effectively 
take up an active stance in representing their fellow workers at shop floor 
level.

''As a union, we felt that it was paramount to capacitate these 
representatives so that they can effectively protect their rights and advance 
workers interests at the workplaces. We also need them as workers 
representatives to know the union, its structures and functions,'' he said.

Mawopa also explained the structure of  FFAWUZ to the participants. 

FFAWUZ trains workers’ committees, 
reinforces recruitment in sugar plantations 

BY DICKSON CHAERUKA

To page 10

BY ALOIS VINGA 

CWUZ PREZIDENT - BARBRA TANYANYIWA 

BY JAMES MUTASA

NUMAIZ secretraiate and members at a workshop 
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Take  Auditor-General's reports seriously 
ear in and year out, the Auditor-General, Mildred Chiri 
produces reports that gives insight into the conduct of 
business by the government and quasi-government Y

companies. Over the years, she has produced damning reports 
that read like Sodom and Gomorrah.

For instance, in 2014 the Auditor-General noted that out 32 
Government Ministries, 18 of them had poor cooperate governance, 
abusing funds, officials were corrupt and flouted procurement 
procedures. In 2015, the ministries had increased to 22 indicating 
that they did not care about the 2014 report and this shows that 
someone is sleeping on the job as nothing has been done to arrest the 
problem.

The 2016 Auditor-General's report reads like a fairy tale. Here 
are just some of the few examples of not only poor corporate 
governance, but in some cases outright corruption:

·  The Grain Market Board (GMB)  diverted $10 million to 
salaries and other utilities without seeking approval;

·  The defence ministry failed to account for $2 million dollars; 
· Fifteen state run parastatals, among them the Zimbabwe 

Electricity Supply Authority (ZESA) Holding, Telone, GMB, 
National Railways of Zimbabwe (NRZ) and the  Zimbabwe 
National Water Authority (ZINWA) are all in red and facing 
collapse; 

· The Mineral Marketing Corporation of Zimbabwe (MMCZ) 
paid $25 000 allowances to a non-existent board; 

· Ministry of Health faces legal action of up to $70 billion 
because of debt; 

· Most council schools have bursas that are not professionally 
qualified with some having less than 5 O levels; 

· The Zimbabwe Electricity Transmission and Distribution 
Company (ZETDC) paid $10 million in commission to Powertel for 
selling electricity on its behalf, work it could do itself; and

The national Social Security Authority (NSSA) could not locate 
$3.4 million piece of land it bought in Chegutu.

The list is endless. In some countries such practices would lead 
to heads rolling or have some people put behind the bars. What is 
more surprising is that even the report also says the Zimbabwe Anti-
Corruption Commission, that is supposed to be the watchdog over 
corruption failed also to account for $735 000! It shows how rotten 
the entire system in Zimbabwe is.

The question that comes to mind to most people is why is there 
no one acting on these reports? In fact, why are these reports then put 
before Parliament if it serves no purpose? Every Ministry has an 
accounting officer through the Permanent Secretary. They are 
sleeping on job as they are the ones who oversee the operations of 
companies under their Ministry. But when all government ministries 
are entangled in malpractices, then the government must resign.

It is high time Zimbabweans demand accountability in 
government run institutions. After all, these institutions get bail-outs 
from tax payers. It should not be business as usual in parastatals. 
Those running them must be accountable. There is need of coming 
up with a monitoring system that will ensure that no leakages must 
be allowed in State enterprises. Maybe a citizens tracking system 
must be put in place to track all issues raised by Ms Chiri's reports 
and make sure that they are addressed. Government needs to take the 
reports seriously.

Biometrics and  Elections: Facing the risks
HE implementation of a Biometric Voter 
Registration (BVR) system in Zimbabwe has 
been accepted by the majority of  T

stakeholders as a welcome development towards the 
improvement of the electoral process. Most 
importantly because it will get rid of the old re-cycled 
voters' roll which has been the centre of most 
electoral disputes, but also because it introduces 
technological advancement into the process which 
should make it more accurate, efficient, robust and 
transparent. However, technology is as good as it is 
deployed, and the BVR project in Zimbabwe is at 
serious risk of failure going by reports regarding the 
way ZEC is approaching the process.

BVR is a registration process whereby, in addition to 
details such as a person's name and address being taken, 
the fingerprints and a picture (facial image) are also 
captured and stored on a computer. These are then stored 
in a central system and used in an automatic way to 
eliminate multiple voters (people who are registered 
more than once) among other procedures. This process 
is used to create a “clean” voters roll.

The images (face and fingerprints) can also be used 
on voting day to automatically verify the person who is 
voting (that is, to confirm 
that the person is indeed 
who he/she is claiming to 
be). ZEC (Zimbabwe 
Electoral Commission) 
has said that it is not going 
t o  u s e  b i o m e t r i c s  
automatically on voting 
day. It will use biometrics 
to create a new voters roll, and may use the pictures 
manually on voting day (that is to visually compare the 
person voting and the picture stored on the computer 
when the person was registered).

As with any major technological project, the 
introduction of a BVR, especially in the challenging 
Zimbabwean environment must be done with a full 
understanding and overview of the requirements and the 
risks involved. Fundamental to the success of such a 
project is an appreciation of the procurement and 
running costs, and thereafter the sustainability of the 
technology.

Procurement for BVR systems is complex and 
requires the involvement of experienced biometric 
experts. There is need to stick to a wide range of 
requirements, failure of which the implementation and 
effectiveness of the exercise can easily be derailed. It 
may even result in total failure of the project. There are 
minimum standards to be adhered to. In addition, 
security and data recovery issues need to be addressed in 
advance. The cost-effectiveness and sustainability of 
solutions to be implemented require careful analysis 
before embarking on the BVR exercise. If these are not 
carefully and expertly considered the whole BVR 
exercise will be disastrous politically and economically 
as it will undermine the integrity of the electoral process.

The issues which have been raised in the 
procurement process of the BVR system in Zimbabwe 
raises some concern regarding the fundamental 
requirements of the system. There are reports regarding 
serious shortfalls in the technical specifications of the 
basic equipment required for scanning and capturing 
photos which would make the process less efficient and 
prone to failure. Data presented to a system is as good as 
the capturing process and if this fundamental aspect is 

not done in the right way, the whole process is bound to 
fail. There are standards to be adhered to regarding 
acquisition of biometric data which will make it easier to 
process and make it compatible with other systems both 
locally and internationally. It is therefore imperative that 
this decision is not just cost or politically based, but 
value-based and guided by sound technical advice.

The frequent/unpredictable power cuts which take 
place in Zimbabwe and the complete absence of 
electricity in remote areas make it imperative that 
contingency planning is prioritised by ZEC for the 
implementation of the BVR. Alternative power supply 
sources such as standby generators or Uninterruptable 
Supplies (UPS) and solar panels should be prioritised. 
An accurate specification of these requirements is vital 
as any discrepancies/shortfalls can compromise the 
process. Associated with power cut risks are data loss, 
data corruption and equipment loss which will require 
appropriate back-up servers and disaster recovery 
strategies.  ZEC should not compromise these 
fundamental power and back-up requirements.

The sustainability of the BVR system is a very 
important aspect when choosing and acquiring the 

t e c h n o l o g y.  T h e  
system should be re-
usable and be able to be 
s u s t a i n e d  l o c a l l y  
without relying on 
e x t e r n a l  e x p e r t s ,  
t e c h n i c i a n s  a n d  
vendors. There are 
high risks related to the 

lack of local technical expertise, service, backup support 
and spares for high-end technological solutions. 
Maximising on local expertise will ensure that the 
technology survives beyond one election cycle and can 
also potentially be expanded to other institutions other 
than ZEC. For this to be achieved, certain specifications 
need to be met in regards to the equipment and 
acquisition process. Alongside, recruitment of 
appropriate local staff, it is vital that the BVR acquired 
should be one meeting specific standardisation of 
practices and processes to avoid the process being 
locked to one vendor, which additionally, minimises 
compet i t ion  and dr ives  up cos ts  through 
monopolisation.

These specifications require the input and 
knowledge of experts in the field and should not be 
falsely based on political or non-evaluated costs which 
ignore the long-term value and benefits. The same 
system should be able to be expanded and utilised for 
other civil applications such as passports, driver 
licences, birth/death certificates etc. including future 
elections. Currently, ZEC is planning to use biometrics 
for registration only, which even though in itself is 
inadequate, should be used as a stepping stone to future 
biometric voter verification (when biometrics system is 
used on Election Day).  Therefore, the system in place 
should be adaptable to achieve voter verification in the 
future. ZEC is therefore called upon to consider long 
term sustainability of the system based on specialist 
advice, especially taking into account the amount of 
resources being poured into the project. It would be an 
unfortunate mis-use of public funds if such a plan, as 
being reported, is not in place.

A complete BVR system comprises amongst other 
equipment, BVR kits (cameras, scanners, laptops, 
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ZCTU Eastern regional officet Tenson Muchefa addressing workers at 
 

Ayan Trading company
 in Mutare Ayan during the Workers Rights Campaign programme  

Workers Rights Campaign exposes
serious unfair labour practices 

EMCOZ where the agreement that OK 
Zimbabwe will effect the deductions of  
trade union subscriptions. In view if  the 
above development , we agreed to 
postpone the protest action set for 
tomorrow (June 3) to allow the 
implementation of  this arrangement. 
We wi l l  cont inue  to  moni tor  
developments,” read the letter in part. 

Efforts to get a comment from OK 
Zimbabwe Marketing and Public 
Relations Department were fruitless as 
the responsible official, Tendai 
Makomva was reportedly out of  office.

Details at hand indicate that OK 
Zimbabwe allegedly got embroiled in 
the debt after meddling in trade union 
disputes pitting two rival factions of  the 
Commercial Workers Union of  
Zimbabwe and instead diverted US$20 
000 to a rival faction despite a court 
order directing the entities to get 
separate shares.

The fact ion led by Barbra  
Tanyanyiwa claimed that despite 
members of  the union employed by OK 
Zimbabwe having signed stop order 
forms clearly directing OK Zimbabwe 
to deposit union dues in their account 
number, the retail shop continued to 
divert the money to their rival's account, 
led by David Tunhira.

“Your HR department has chosen to 

pay our affiliate union members 
subscriptions to another faction of  the 
Commercial Workers Union of  
Zimbabwe despite several letters 
clarifying this issue and follow up 
meetings. We wonder the interests of  
your HR department in this matter as 
discussions with him on four occasions 
have fallen on deaf  ears,” ZCTU 
Deputy Secretary General, Thomas 
Masvingwe said in one of  the letters 
written to OK Zimbabwe.

The letter added that the issue of  the 
factions was clarified by the High Court, 
which recognised the existence of  both 
factions and ordered that each faction 
receive its own dues separately.

This, he said, put paid to  the 
argument by OK Zimbabwe that the 
affected workers should first relinquish 
their membership of  the other faction 
as they were all members of  the 
Commercial Workers Union of  
Zimbabwe.

The two factions are fighting for 
control of  the union and were granted 
leave by the High Court to collect union 
dues separately pending determination 
of  their matter by the same court.

The faction alleges that on March 1, 
2017 ,  OK Z imbabwe  Human  
Resources Executive, Chimbghandah, 
wrote to the Tanyanyiwa faction 
requesting a list of  their members and 
copies of  the stop order forms which 

they signed confirming the bank details 
and they were duly provided.

However, despite promises to make 
remittances into the Tanyanyiwa led 
CWUZ's account, the retail giant has not 
fulf i l led its commitment,  with 
Chimbghandah  allegedly insisting that 
the members in question had to first 
relinquish their membership from the 
Union and rejoin, which prompted the 
ZCTU to intervene on behalf  of  the 
Tanyanyiwa faction.

“You will also be aware that those 
stop order forms stipulate that 
termination of  remittances shall be 
subject to three months' notice of  
termination in writing. Kindly confirm 
that such notice has been given so that 
we may comply with your request for 
payment,” Chimbghandah wrote.

He said he would not pay the money 
that was wrongfully paid into the other 
faction's account.

“Once confirmation has been 
received, remittance of  all payments 
falling due to yourselves with effect 
from date of  receipt of  the requested 
information shall be made into your 
account. Please note that this 
undertaking does not cover historic 
payments which were made to the other 
faction of  the CWUZ,” he said.

OK Zimbabwe bows to CWUZ demand for union dues

orkers have called for comprehensive 
outreach programmes on Labour law Wawareness for workers to be able to demand 

their rights in the wake of  serious violations that have 
resulted in employers reneging on their obligations.  

The sentiments came out when the ZCTU legal 
department carried out workers' rights awareness campaigns 
in six regional centres and reached out to 5495 workers from 
181 companies in different sectors between April and May 
this year.  

The objective of  the programme was to raise awareness  
among workers on their constitutional and labour rights as 
provided in the Constitution of  Zimbabwe and Labour 
statutes as well as to enhance the visibility of  the ZCTU, to 
map strategies to protect the vulnerable workers and improve  
conditions of  service.

The outreach covered sector including the Commercial, 
Construction, Leather Industry, Social Welfare, Mining, 
Local Authority, Agriculture,  Security,  Banking, Food 
processing, Petroleum distribution, Clothing, Railways, Hotel 
and Catering, Public and Private schools, Public and Private 
hospitals.

Several challenges that workers are facing in the industry 
such as sexual harassment, renewal of  fixed term contacts, 
reduction of  wage benefits, unfair termination of  contracts, 

non-payment of  wages, failure to issue protective clothing 
and non-payment of   compensations among other issues 
were unearthed.

Workers who participated in the outreach programmes 
welcomed the initiatives but stressed that the campaign 
should continue to run as there are always new legal 
developments and  new employees. They also requested that 
affiliate unions embrace the activity as an on-going exercise at 
affiliate level as well as for learning materials to be published 
in vernacular languages. 

Among other issues raised during the outreach 
programme was that the ZCTU set a strike fund or 
unemployment benefit fund to cater for victimised 
employees, embark on a vicious campaign for meaningful 
pensions, demand that NSSA gives information to workers 
on benefits application procedures. 

The head of  the ZCTU legal department, Zakeyo 
Mtimtema said they had noted the issues raised by workers 
and were working on addressing them.

“Workers in different sectors are facing different 
challenges so we will be consolidating the issues and see how 
best we can assist them working with their affiliate unions,” he 
said.

Mtimtema said the Chidyausiku Supreme Court ruling of  
July 17, 2015 had opened floodgates of  legal problems for 
workers  adding that a serious approach by both individual 
workers and unions would be helpful in assisting workers. 

BY STAFF REPORTER 

From page 3

he Zimbabwe Teachers Association now has a new 
Secretary General, Tapson Nganunu Sibanda  who 
was elected at its 2017 national conference.T

The Secretary General elect, who did his schooling in Gwanda 
started his career as an educator as a relief  teacher from 1985 until 
1990. He decided to train professionally as a teacher at Gwanda 
Zintec College from 1991 to 1994. It was during those years that the 
seed of  leadership started to sprout and Sibanda became the School 
Representative Council (SRC) president at Gwanda  Zintec 
College. 

During his teaching practice days, Sibanda cherished the 
encounters  that  he had with ZIMTA leaders of  that time, the likes 
of  T.K Bafana and M.C Ndlovu who invited him to meetings and 
inspired him to join the union. Since ZIMTA was the only teachers' 
voice at the time, Sibanda saw it as a platform for him to assist 
teachers who had problems. In 1995 he officially joined ZIMTA. 

From the humble beginnings of  being a Branch Secretary, 
Sibanda became a  Provincial Primary Representative where he 
moved upwards to Provincial Vice Chairperson and then later to 
Matabeleland North Chairperson, a position he held for the past 10 
years.

Sibanda attributes his success to his humble character which has 
made him a favourite amongst many ZIMTA members. He also 
considers educational qualifications to be the formula to great 
leadership as he is a holder of  a Master's degree in Educational 
Management with Zimbabwe Open University.

Sibanda is currently the Headmaster of  Mbalibali Primary 
School in Tsholotsho. Asked to give a brief  overview of  what he 
expects to do in his new job, Sibanda said he was looking forward to 
taking over and addressing problems that teachers are facing with 
haste, the issues include vacation leave withdrawal, alignment of  
labour laws with the Constitution and improving the conditions of  
service for teachers among many others.

 “Improving the conditions of  service remains very critical” he 
says

Sibanda says as the new Secretary General of  ZIMTA, he is set 
to take on his responsibilities without fear or favour, acknowledging 
that in leadership, one is bound to step on other people's toes. He is 
also looking forward to taking young teachers along as they still 
have a lot to learn and have the potential to take the union further.

Meanwhile teachers have expressed concern over the lack of  an 
effective collective bargaining system that is in line with the 
Zimbabwean Constitution and International standards.

They have observed that the current dispute resolution system 
in Zimbabwe was marred with many challenges including court 
cases, weak trade union consultations and negotiations, company 
closures and the informalisation of  jobs as an estimated 90 percent 
of  workers in Zimbabwe are said to be informally employed or 
unemployed.

During the same conference, a big number of  delegates 
recommended that the Public Service Act should be harmonised 
with the Constitution which allows for the drafting and agreement 
of  the bill before the bill is taken to cabinet. Together with the 
Health Services Act, the acts should comply with international 
standards like the International Labour Organisations (ILO) which 
recognises collective bargaining and seeks to end dictatorship.

The teachers also called on ZIMTA to demand participation in 
all processes of  collective bargaining, while working together with 
other trade unions in order to strengthen networks, as there is 
strength in numbers. ZIMTA was also urged to make use of  the 
Tripatite Negotiating Forum and the Zimbabwe Congress of  Trade 
Union (ZCTU) in order to achieve more effective results.

As the theme of  the conference focused on “Building 
Capacities for Teacher Development and Regulatory Framework”, 
delegates observed that they could build capacities through 
collective bargaining, using quick and efficient methods of  
settlement because teachers have the ability to realise results on 
issues such as maternity leave, vacation leave withdrawal and late 
payment of  bonus issues that have been of  concern in the recent 
past.

Zimbabwe has been constantly in the spotlight for failing to 
address the labour bill disputes. The ILO sent a fact finding mission 
team in February 2017 that revealed that the Labour Bill must be 
brought in line with ILO conventions. The fact finding mission 
noted that there was lack of  political will to reform as evidenced by 
government's failure to consult stakeholders regarding the way 
forward on the Public  Service  Act.

Sibanda to work on teachers’ welfare 
amid collective bargaining concerns 

BY JOAN CHIKUNYA

Tapson Nganunu Sibanda
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BY STAFF REPORTER

he Zimbabwe Education Scientific, Social and Cultural 
Workers Union (ZESSCWU) recently sealed a 
partnership with Fidelity Assurance Company to T

implement a Funeral Insurance Scheme exclusive to the union's 
members.

ZESSCWU General Secretary, Sylvester Mutindindi through a 
memorandum copied to the members, said the package is known as the 
ZESSWU Fidelity Insurance Scheme.

''Fidelity Insurance Company has accepted our proposal for such a 
scheme. The scheme has a variety of  premiums from which members 
have the liberty to have their own choice to cater for other beneficiaries 
as they may decide,'' he stated.

The premiums, which have been tailor negotiated for the union's 
members has a rate of  $2 for the member and spouse respectively whilst 
each child has a rate of  $0.50 per month. Each parent or in-law has a rate 
of  $3, each other dependent at $4 and the Family Welfare Benefit is 
charged at $4.

It was indicated that the Funeral Scheme comes with a bus for 
mourners, coffin, grocery, hearse for transporting the body and is 
flexible to bury anywhere within the country.

Mutindindi further stated that the union chose Fidelity since it is 
already operational across the country which would give members easy 
access to the services.

''Also Fidelity being a diversified  established financial services 
company, it is our understanding that our members, in addition to the 
funeral scheme they will stand to benefit from Fidelity's subsidiaries 
such as Loans Scheme Company and Medical Aid,'' he said.

The General Secretary said the union has since embarked on general 
members' meetings country wide to raise awareness of  the scheme and 
other matters to members.

ZESSCWU Eastern Regional Officer, Denford Chigweshe said the 
union's members welcomed the development and further emphasised 
that the scheme was not mandatory but only those willing can subscribe.

''Already some of  our members have expressed interest to the 
initiative and our office is still tasked to raise more awareness of  the 
premium throughout the region,'' he said.  

ZESSCWU partners Fidelity in 
funeral scheme for membership

COBANK  has struck a truce with the Zimbabwe 
Banks and Allied Workers Union (ZIBAWU) which Ehad threatened to resume its demonstrations against 

errant banks, targeting the bank for resisting the formation of  a 
national workers committee.

The union had written to the police advising it of  its intention to 
shame the bank at its head office on 13 July 2017.

“This is a result of  the refusal of  the bank to facilitate a national 
workers committee formation and its persistent refusal to release 
employees for trade union activities. It is necessary for union 
representatives to receive training to enable them to carry out their 
duties effectively. Such trainings will enable them  to undertake their  
role with greater confidence, efficiency and speed and thus help work 
with management, build effective employment relations and 
represent their constituencies effectively. We view the refusal to 
release union members and facilitate workers committee formation 
as an immediate threat to the existence of  the workers committee and 
the trade union,” read the letter by the ZIBAWU national organiser 
Tirivanhu Marimo to the police.

In recent years ZIBAWU has demonstrated against several banks 
including Stanbic Bank, Barclays Bank, Standard Chartered Bank and 
Banc ABC over unfair labour practices.    

BY DICKSON CHAERUKA

ZIBAWU targets Ecobank 
BY STAFF REPORTER

here is a syndicate of  conmen operating in Gweru 
pretending to be employers targeting people seeking 
employment in the catering industry swindling them T

of  large amounts of  cash promising them better deals 
compared to those gazzetted for the industry.  

The syndicate is operating an office in Gweru, manned by a 
woman who refers all prospective job seekers to contact on an 
econet number  0777 747 224.  

Upon contacting the number, the prospective job seekers are 
told that Chevron Hotel in Masvingo has been bought by a new 
employer who is looking for employees.  A number of  people who 
phoned to the person were told that the interviews have been done 
already and they must deposit a certain amount into ecocash on 
another number phone number 0778 391 948 registered in Peter 
Chenjerai's name so that they can be offered a job without attending 
an interview.    They were told that accommodation is offered and 
the salaries range from $500 to $700 per month while the minimum 
wage in the catering industry in class 1 hotels is pegged $293.00 
inclusive of  housing and transport allowances. Some of  the 
prospective job seekers conned by the syndicate were Evangelista 
Chibi, Mary Sithole and Isaac Maphosa who was asked to deposit 
$50-00 but only deposited $11-00 only. 

Chevron Hotel, Flamboyant and Fairmile Hotel are all Regency 
Hotels, I talked to contacted for comment, Human Resources 
Manageress of  Fairmile Gamuchirai Marime denied about the new 
owner at Chevron Hotel, and this was also confirmed by Mr. 
Rukuni a supervisor at Chevron Hotel.  

Conmen target job seekers in catering industry   
BY GIFT KAPEKO

Marimo faces criminal charges over Stanbic demo

he Zimbabwe Banks and Allied Workers Union 
(ZIBAWU) national organiser Tirivanhu 
Marimo is facing criminal charges over T

demonstrating against Stanbic Bank on International 
Women's Day. 

Marimo appeared at the Harare Magistrates' court facing 
charges of  disorderly conduct for staging a one man 
demonstration at the bank's Nelson Mandela branch over its 
refusal to reinstate its former workers committee chairperson 
Verity Mutsamwira in a long standing dispute. 

Mutsamwira, who is a Vice-President of  ZIBAWU was 
fired for allegedly refusing to be transferred to Ngezi, in a case 
seen as victimisation for her role in representing workers at the 
bank. She argued that she had family responsibilities that 
required her availability in Harare as he was taking care of  her 
terminally ill spouse.  The transfer to Ngezi was a second time 
the bank had tried to forcibly transfer her, a clear indication of  
anti-trade union activities by the bank. In the first attempt, the 
disciplinary hearing reversed the management decision after a 
challenge by ZIBAWU.

Stanbic is said to have refused to hear her grievance and 
without giving her a chance to make representation, they went 
on to dismiss her.

Mutsamwira's case sucked in the ZCTU affiliates in 2013 
when they demanded her reinstatement and sent protest 
letters to the bank.

Union general secretaries in solidarity with ZIBAWU said 
they were prepared to mobilise workers and other NGOs that 
use the bank's services to stop doing so forthwith until you 
respect the laws of  the land.

“We are also even prepared to take the campaign at the 
international level, including the International labour 
Organisation (ILO). We demand that there be an immediate 
stop to the victimization of  workers and their representatives 
at the bank and call upon Stanbic to unconditionally reinstate 
Mutsamwira and also restore Madamombe to his original 
post,” they said in the letter.

However, Stanbic, through their lawyers, Atherstone and 
Cook, refuted the allegations, claiming that they were 
implementing the 2008 Reserve bank directive of  rotating 
staff  in order to curtail abuse of  office by bank employee.

 

ducation International, 
(E.I), held a Unite for EQual i ty  Leader sh ip  

Conference in Netherlands from 
3 to 5 May this year, whose major 
d e l ibe ra t ions  f ocused  on  
professionalism, pedagogy, the 
curriculum and leadership at the 
school, union and global levels 
a f t e r  w h i c h  s e v e r a l  
recommendations on the way 
forward were proffered by the 
delegates.

The first  recommendation 
proffered by E.I Secretariat and E.I 
affiliates was that unions all over the 
globe must promote quality public 
education as a human and social right 
that needs to be guaranteed by 
governments.

Secondly, they recommended that 
U n i o n s  s h o u l d  i n s i s t  t h a t  
governments must  take the 
responsibility to recruit qualified 
teachers, provide initial education 
and training as well as continuous 
professional development of  high 

quality being accessible to all 
teachers.

The affiliates also recommended 
t h a t  e d u c a t o r s  s h o u l d  b e  
strengthened in their capacity to 
stand for their profession and defend 
quality public education by seeking 
cooperation and strong alliances 
between education unions in 
solidarity.

E.I and its affiliates   also said that 
they would want to keep professional 
practice at the core of  the education 
unions' activities and actions.

One of  the recommendations 
made was that E.I Secretariat and the 
affiliates needed to raise awareness 
that the professional issues are 
fundamental to attracting new 
members, in particular new entrants 
to the profession, which is key to 
strengthening the teachers and or 
educators' movement.

F i n a l l y ,  t h e  e d u c a t o r s  
recommended that they needed to 
take the lead in designing and 
promoting progressive approaches 
to professional teacher development   

by offering and developing person 
a n d  o n l i n e  p l a t f o r m s  f o r  
collaboration and learning, adding 
that online tools had proven 
successful when classroom teachers 
were involved in their development.

Although largely the listed 
recommendations remained in their 
draft form, the finalised version 
would be shared to all E.I   affiliates, 
such as ZIMTA.

Union officials at various levels 
attended the breakaway sessions and 
workshops that ran concurrently 
with the conference where they 
articulated issues that were peculiar 
to them and sought to benefit from a 
pool of  solutions that were provided 
by experts selected by E.I. 

It was during these sessions that 
more intense discussions took place 
with a lot of  knowledge exchange 
taking place at all levels.

ZIMTA also had the opportunity 
to discuss trade union development 
issues with partners, programs and 
project funders that were attending 
the same conference.

Quality public education is a human right: IE 

By Daisy Zambuko
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ORBITUARY 
Go thee well Cde Chigwagwa A former employee of  Allied Timbers attempted to commit 

suicide in protest over unpaid wages in a dispute in which at 
least 100 affected employees of  are demanding over $150 000-00.

Tapiwa Zhakata allegedly attempted to commit suicide by 
consuming rat poison at the company premises and was rushed to 
Mutare Provincial Hospital by the company management. The 
workers had besieged the offices for close to two weeks but were later 
dispersed after the firm's management sought a court interdict 
barring them at the premises.

The workers lamented that they were languishing in abject poverty 
after enduring over a year without any remuneration.

''Life has become unbearable to us. We reached a breaking point 
where we could not have any alternate but to face management eye to 
eye. Life is such difficult that we were disengaged off  employment and 
we were being denied what we worked for. At least if  we get what is 
due to us we can have where to start from,'' said one of  the affected 
employees who decided to remain anonymous.

The workers further queried their management's sincerity for 
approaching the courts to obtain a peace order against them saying all 
they needed were their wages or an amicable way forward.

''It is now apparent that the company is not concerned with our 
ware fare. We have had this plight for a long time but our management 
have not been coming forth. At least they could have had approached 
us for a payment plan favourable to both parties instead of  seeking a 
court order against us,'' said one of  the female employees in an 
interview just outside the company premises.

After the company obtained the peace order, all of  the workers 
were dispersed by Police and the order remained operational against 
any of  the employees to access the premises to demand their money.   

The workers confirmed that following the protest, their 
management transferred part payments of  $350 in their bank 
accounts but were concerned that their superiors did not give them an 
opportunity to negotiate for a payment plan for their balances.

The company's human resources manager, Mr. Mahara refused to 
comment on the matter saying he was not allowed by the company 
policy to do so.

General Agriculture Plantation and Allied Workers Union 
(GAPWUZ) Regional Officer, James Goneso condemned the 
company for seeking an interdict against the workers saying it was 
tantamount to militarisation of  the workplace.

''The employees action are as a result of  the employer's neglecting 
to fulfil his obligation. Workers have a right to receive their wages as 
stipulated by the country's Labour Act. As a union we encourage a 
spirit of  good industrial relations between the parties but it is apparent 
that management took the workers for granted. It is also apparent that 
there has not been open and effective communication between the 
parties which culminated to such protests,'' he said.

Goneso said most of  the workers were not union organised but the 
union was looking into the issue to obtain a desired result for the 
workers.

He however said workers were also encouraged to approach union 
offices in time as there are stipulated procedures to deal with their 
various grievances at the workplace.   

The workers were employed on fixed term contracts in various 
capacities at the company's estates in Chimanimani, Gwindingwi, 
Erin and Stapleford. 

Classified under the Agriculture Sector, the workers were paid a 
stipulated minimum wage of  $110-00 a month and were owed over 
$150 000-00 for a period of  17 months in accumulative wages. 
Individuals workers were owed an average of  $2000-00.

Former Allied Timbers employee 
in suicide attempt over benefits

here are people who are 
naturally comedians and Tfunny. You never see them 

angry. They talk to everyone, and 
are likeable characters. Such was the 
case with the late Rwatipedza 
Chigwagwa.

I met Comrade Rwatipedza 
“Chitova” Chigwagwa years back as 
a young reporter trying to find my 
feet in the trade union movement. 
Then our relationship was purely 
business.  We would meet at the 
ZCTU General Council, where he 
represented his  union,  the 
Zimbabwe Furniture, Timber and 
Allied Trades Union (ZFTATU),  
and would discuss various issues. 
They included political in fights in 
ZCTU and factionalism. He was a 
man of  few words, and sometime 
one word answers.

To be frank, English was not his 
best language and I know a lot of  
people always made fun out of  him. 
Secretly I always said he was our 
own Dr Mzee, although I dared not 
say it in public. Confronted with a 
difficult speech, he would cast it side 
and speak from his head as long as 
you have told him the gist of  the 
speech. If  push comes to shove, he 
would resort to singing to say out his 
feeling.

I began to know him vividly after 
the September 13, 2006 when he 
was brutally assaulted by the police 
at Matapi Police Station. He was one 

of  the 147 people arrested country-
wide during the ZCTU mass protest 
against the high cost of  living, high 
taxes and demand for the 
provisions of  free anti-retroviral 
medicines to fight HIV and Aids. 
He was unfortunate, together with 
some of  those who were taken to 
the condemned Matapi Police 
station, where they faced the full 
wrath of  the police. He was with the  
likes of  the former ZCTU 
Secretary-General Wellington 
Chibebe and ZCTU Vice-President 
Lucia Matibenga. Others who were 
tortured with him included 
Toendepi Shone, Dennis Chiwara 
and Tondini Todini, Moses 
Ngondo and Tonderai Nyahunzvi  
never recovered and passed on 
from their wounds. Even today, the 
survivors do not believe it was just 
mere police officers who tortured 
them. They believe it was a mix of  
stone drunk militias as well as boys 
in dark  glasses.

September 13 is now on the 
ZCTU calendar of  events and on 
this day every year, Comrade 
Chigwagwa always recalled the 
har rowing stor ies  of  what  
happened as the police took turns 
using  wooden planks and 
truncheons to assault them. 
Whenever he started talking about 
these assaults, he would start 
s ing ing h is  favour i te  song 
“Mushandi shinga mushandi shinga  
mushandi shinga ushingirire 
kanazvorema”.

Because of  his enormous trade 
union work, Comrade Chigwagwa 

ndwas elected ZCTU 2  Vice-
President in 2011. Our relations 
grew when he was chosen to chair 
the ZCTU Information and 
Publicity Sub-Committee. I would 
invite him to places like Mutirikwi 
Lakeshore Lodges to witness our 
infor mat ion  workshop and 
trainings. Mutirikwi was his 
favourite as he always brought with 
him lots of  breams!

Chitova was always a smart guy. 
Despite his age, he always bought 
trendy clothes and shoes. He 
wanted to always look great. 

As if  to cement our relations, 
C h i t o v a  m o v e d  i n t o  o u r  
neighbourhood and would see each 
other literary everyday. That is when 
I noticed how he was extremely 
generous. He was generous to 
almost everyone, even strangers.  
He would sacrifice whatever he had 
for his friends. At the local bottle 
store, he was known for generously 
buying friends the wise waters.  He 
would buy loads of  meat for braai 
despite the fact he himself  had 
stopped eating braai meat on 
doctors' instructions. He said he was 
diagnosed with gout. 

Whenever I passed through his 
home, he would always try to find 
something for me to take home. 
Even my kids new him because he 
would buy them goodies wherever 
they met. When I came back from 
Zaka to after burying him  on 15 
June 2017 Chigwagwa, my 4-year 
old son said to me “daddy I know 
where you are coming from. You 
went to bury vaChigwagwa”. I 
wondered who told him, but I 
r emembered  tha t   a l l  the  
neighbourhood was abuzz with the 
news of  his  death.

As the ZCTU said in their 
condolence message, Chitova was a 
humble and fatherly character, he 
dedicated his entire  life to the 
service of  working people of  
Zimbabwe by fighting for justice at 
the workplace. His passing away on 
12 June 2017 was a big loss to 
ZFTATU membership, the workers 
of  Zimbabwe and the entire trade 
union fraternity. He was indeed a 
trade unionist par excellence. We 
will surely miss him. May his soul 
rest in eternal peace.

BY LAST TARABUKU

The late Rwatipedza Chigwagwa 

u t a r e  B o t t l i n g  
Company (MBC) 
has retrenched over M

60 workers claiming serious  
viability constraints for the 
past three  years. 

The soft drinks manufacturer 
revealed that the exercise was part 
of  its restructuring to downsize 
operations in line with reduced 
revenue.

That the company served 64 
workers including 3 managerial 
employees with notices to 
terminate their employment 
s e r v i c e s  t h r o u g h  t h e  
retrenchment.

The notices, dated 28 June 
2017 signed by the company's 
director A.D Lang claimed that 
the firm has had a staff  
complement that was much 
higher than what the firm's level 
of  production required.

''You are aware that the 
Company has  been struggling to 
survive since the year 2014 due to 
decline in business performance 
coupled by the country's difficult 
operating environment. During 
this period, sales volumes 
declined by up to 17 percent and 
revenue by up to 20 percent. Plant 
capacity utilisation is currently 
operating at only 15 percent thus 

remained us with a high staff  
turnover,'' he stated in a letter 
served to one of  the affected 
workers.

The Director further cited that 
the company has also not been 
spared from the negative impact 
of  cheap, illegal imports of  soft 
d r i n k s  c o m i n g  f r o m  
Mozambique saying it has 
resulted in a very significant loss 
of  the firm's market share.

''These facts, coupled with 
high levels of  debt has resulted in 
MBC incurring substantial losses 
over the period 2014 to 2016,'' he 
stated adding that various 
initiatives by the firm to reduce 

operational costs regrettably 
ended in vain to preserve 
shareholder value and business 
viability.

The company has also with 
immediate effect abolished 
workers to report for duty 
indicating that they will be paid 
their cash in lieu of  3 months 
notices lapsing on the 30th of  
September. 

Although the company has 
indicated that it shall compensate 
the workers for the resultant loss 
of  employment, the affected 
workers have since regrouped to 
pave way for the exit packages 
negotiations.

The Food Federation and 

A l l i e d  Wo r k e r s  U n i o n  
(FFAWUZ) Legal Representative 
in Mutare, Plaxedes Beta said the 
union was working around the 
clock to ensure workers obtain 
what is more favourable out of  
the process

''As long as retrenchment 
proceedings are carried out along 
justifiable grounds as stipulated 
by the Labour Act Section 12 C, 
the employer cannot be stopped 
to initiate the exercise. In that 
end, our office is mobilising its 
membership amongst  the 
affected workers to engage 
management for the terminal 
benefits negotiations,'' she said.

Mutare Bottling retrenches 64 workers 
BY DICKSON CHAERUKA
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Call for better working conditions 
for security guards and cleaners 

BY ADMORE MARAMBANYIKA

RECARIOUS jobs in 
Z i m b a b w e ,  yo u  c a n  
witness  them in the P

neighbourhoods or you can feel it 
on your way to work. Waking up in 
the early hours of  the day around 
4am to catch the first buses into 
town and then walk a further 
kilometre or so to a parade point 
for an address in order to be at the 
workstation by 06:00 am for a 12 
h o u r  s h i f t … t h a t  i s  t h e  
predicament of  security guards in 
Zimbabwe. Also waking up 
around the same time to clean 
buildings before other workers 
pitch up for work are cleaners 
whose working hours can also 
stretch deep into the night, 
cleaning after hours preparing the 
next day's routine. Toiling under 
the risky conditions, without 
protective clothing and mostly at 
the mercy of  the weather the 
remunerations remain pathetic for 
security guards and cleaners.    

All over the country, the trend is 
the same for cleaners and security 
guards.  While calls for improvements 
in the working conditions for these 
workers have largely been ignored, 
there are some who want change and 

are working hard to make it, despite 
obstacles. 

The Zimbabwe Security 
Guards Union (ZISEGU) has 
called for the upliftment of  
conditions of  work security guards 
to achieve decent work and restore 
their dignity among the workers of  
Zimbabwe in their statement to 
commemorate the International 
Justice Day for Cleaners and 
Security Guards under the theme 
' Wo r k i n g  H o u r s ,  Re s p e c t ,  
Workload' on 15 June, the union 
said most security guards were 
wo r k i n g  u n d e r  p r e c a r i o u s  
conditions. 

“The theme for this year's 
event, 'Working Hours, Respect, 
Workload' resonates with the 
predicament of  security guards in 
Zimbabwe. As workers gather 
around the globe to commemorate 
this day, workers in Zimbabwe 
particularly security guards were 
unable to assemble at cited areas like 
airports, hospitals or other public 
places for 'perceived security' 
reasons. Working conditions for 
security guards remain very 
subdued with several companies 
resisting to come on board for 
collective bargaining. Resistance 

towards collective bargaining by 
largely indigenous employers has 
posed serious threats to the 
livelihoods of  security guards and 
their families. Salaries in the security 
industry remain far below the 
poverty datum line currently at 
US$560-00 per month. Most 
security guards on average are 
earning US$214.00 per month, 
some far below this while others 
have gone for months without 
remuneration,” said Phillimon 
Nhema, the ZISEGU General 
Secretary in the statement.

Nhema said security guards 
remain among the class of  workers 
who are still saddled with long 
working hours and a huge workload 
while the rewards and social 
protection is at the barest minimal.

“Security guards often work 
for long hours on and with no 
shelter from sun, rain or windy 
weather, some are deployed in 
mountains where they will be 
guarding boosters on top of  the 
mountains, some of  these areas do 
not have sanitary facilities, when 
they go down to look for the 
facilities they will be charged for 
desertion of  duty by their 
employers as a result they will be 
forced to remain in mountains until 
one finished his or her shift. Social 
security remains a luxury for 
security guards in Zimbabwe as 
they do not enjoy pension or 
medical aid cover,” he said. 

He singled out Guardian 
Security, Cobra Security, Red Watch 
Security, Command Security, Ex 
combatant Security, Vision Security, 
Masimba Security and Midsec 
Security as among the worst 
perpetrators of  precarious work 
which has resulted in many security 
guards to abscond from duties.

“Security industry has a high 
rate of  staff  turnover which is 
caused by casualization of  labour, 
victimization of  employees after 
joining the trade union. Most 
security guards are into modern 
slavery, working without pay. The 
employers are also taking advantage 
of  economic hardships by failing to 
pay the employees. Some are going 
for 16 months without salary.  If  
security guards demand their 

outstanding wages their contracts 
of  employment will be terminated. 
Employers are taking advantage of  
the high unemployment rate to hire, 
and do not pay until circumstances 
force out the guards and they hire 
another guard with the cycle 
repeating,” he said. 

Nhema bemoaned union 
busting by some employers within 
the industry which he said ZISEGU 
would soon counter by embarking 
o n  e x t e n s i v e  e d u c a t i o n a l  
programmes to assist members 
with knowledge of  the individual  
qualities required to lead such 
committees.

“ZISEGU strongly feels that 
these workers' committees need 
training as they are posing a threat 
even to the existence of  trade 
unions in Zimbabwe. The trend is 
now threatening even the existence 
of  trade unions representing 
security guards as membership 
keeps vanishing while employers 
are not remitting trade union dues.   

Sexual harassment remains a 
challenge and most cases go 
unreported as perpetrators take 
advantage of  the guards. When the 
industry employs it does not  
require high levels of  educational 
and professional qualifications, by 

so doing it employs more widows 
and unmarried women which 
conditions are prerequisites for 
employment by some companies. 
In most cases these women are 
forced to give in to the sexual 
demands to safeguard their jobs,” 
he said.  

The majority of  security 
companies are not certified by the 
International Organisation for 
Standardisation (ISO). The major 
challenge is the military background 
of  employers in the security sector, 
the retired military men who still 
regard security work as a pastime 
for retired fellows thereby resisting 
to pay living wages - cash in lieu of  
leave and or allowing them to go on 
vacation leave.

ZISEGU calls on all security 
industry workers to reflect on their 
future on this day and mobilise each 
other to confront the injustices 
being perpetrated by the employers 
and the system. Security Guards 
and cleaners remain among the least 
paid employees but non but 
ourselves can liberate ourselves. 
Unity is now needed more than ever 
if  workers in these industries are to 
enjoy decent work. 

THE International Trade Union 
Confederation has listed Zimbabwe 
among the thirty five world's worst 
countries for workers as labour 
standards continue to deteriorate. 
The 2017 ratings saw Zimbabwe 
entering the 5th category rating. 
Countries with the rating of  5 are the 
worst countries in the world to work 
in. While the legislation in such 
countries may spell out certain rights, 
workers have effectively no access to 
these rights and are therefore 
exposed to autocratic regimes and 
u n f a i r  l a b o u r  p r a c t i c e s .

The countries are rated from one 
(1) which signifies irregular violation 
of  rights, two (2) indicating repeated 
violation of  rights, three (3) 
indicating regular violation of  rights, 
four (4) indicating systematic 

violation of  rights, five (5) No 
guarantee of  rights and 5 plus 
signifying no guarantee of  rights due 
to the breakdown of  the rule of  law.

The report captures that in 2017 
alone ,Zimbabwe recorded the worst 
l abour  v io l a t ions  a f te r  the  
government threatened to fire 
striking doctors who demanded 
better  sa lar ies  and working 
conditions during a two-day strike 
action between 15-16 February 2017. 
The management of  Parirenyatwa 
Group of  Hospitals issued a memo 
announcing that any doctor who 
joined the strike would be removed 
from the duty register and pay roll. 

These tactics have been followed 
in a number of  other central 
hospitals. The Ministry of  Health 
was instructed by the government to 

compile names of  doctors who 
j o i n e d  t h e  s t r i k e .  

Another incident involved 50 
workers who were dismissed from 
employment after participating in a 
strike at Vubachikwe Mine. The 
Associated Mine Workers Union of  
Zimbabwe engaged in a legal battle 
against the company, Duration Gold, 
largely owned by Clarity Capital, for 
dismissing the 50 workers for 
engaging in a strike at Vubachikwe 
M i n e  i n  D e c e m b e r  2 0 1 6 .

 The workers engaged in the strike 
after learning through their retired 
colleagues that there was no pension 
for them, as Vubachikwe had not 
been honouring its obligations to 
remit workers' pension deductions to 
the Mining Industry Pension Fund. 
The company stopped payments in 

2013 meaning that the company 
owes workers almost $3 million in 
u n p a i d  c o n t r i b u t i o n s .

T h e  Z i m b a b w e  Re v e n u e  
Authority (ZIMRA) action of  
seizing over US$50,000 belonging to 
the Zimbabwe Congress of  Trade 
Union (ZCTU) Education Fund 
because of  alleged fiscal arrears was 
also captured as an anti- trade union 
tactic. The ITUC report notes that 
even though the union tried to 
reverse the seizing order, arguing that 
the funds were purely for the 
implementation of  education 
activities, ZIMRA transferred the 
funds to the Ministry of  Finance. 
The government ignored the fact 
that the ZCTU is structurally 
affected by the behaviour of  
companies which are not remitting 
trade union dues and not paying their 
e m p l o y e e s .

“Conditions in Africa have 

deteriorated, with Benin, Nigeria and 
Zimbabwe be ing  the  wors t  
performing countries  including 
many cases of  workers suspended or 
dismissed for taking legitimate strike 
a c t i o n , ”  s a y s  t h e  r e p o r t .

The report observes that the 
Middle East and North Africa 
remains a dangerous place for trade 
unionists in terms of  violence, 
arbitrary arrests and unjustified 
detention. The region was once the 
worst in the world for workers. 

It is observed that the very fact of  
being a trade unionist in many of  the 
countries in the region often makes 
the exercise of  freedom of  
association impossible in practice. 

Category 5 plus countries where 
there is no guarantee of  rights due to 
the breakdown of  the rule of  law, 
includes Palestine, Syria, Iraq, Yemen 
a n d  L i b y a .  

In Africa, the category 5 plus 

Zimbabwe labour standards drop on ITUC index
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BY ALOIS VINGA  

Unions commence climate change 
training progammes for membership 

(Zimbabwe Investment Authority) 
and investors will go through a long 
process to get certified to be 
designated under the SEZ,” said 
Moyo. 

He added that while labour wanted 
to be part of  the board it would do so 
on condition that that the board 
operates as a professional board 
operating independently from undue 
external forces. 

“With our experience at NSSA, 
who will want to be part of  a corrupt 
system? What we know is that 
decisions would be made outside the 
board, at some dark corners,” he said.

Gono marks his return to public 
office since 2013 when his term of  
office as RBZ governor expired after 
ruining the economy. He became 
infamous for printing trillion-dollar 
notes that saw inflation running also 
into trillions.  

He will be deputised by a lawyer, 
Sithandile Ngwenya. The other  board 
members who include former 
Confedera t ion of  Zimbabwe 
Industries (CZI) President Busisa 
Moyo, Brigadier General Godfrey 
Chanakira who is a principal director 
in the Ministry of  Finance, Ozias 
Machaya Hove principal director in 
the Department of  Indigenisation and 
Empowerment in the Office of  the 
President and Cabinet, Erasmus 
Gapara – a career civil servant and the 
Human Resources Director in the 
Ministry of  Public Service, Labour 

and Social Welfare,  Constance Zhanje 
- Acting Director of  Research and 
Consumer Affairs in the Ministry of  
Industry and Commerce, Edwin 
Zvandasara Non-Executive Director 
of  ZimRe Holdings Limited since 
2012, Christopher Dube town Clerk 
of  Bulawayo, Mary Chiwenga an ex-
model, who is also the wife of  General 
Constantino Guveya Chiwenga and 
B r i g a d i e r  G e n e r a l  T h a n d o  
Madzvamuse a principal director in 
the Ministry of  Economic Planning 
and Investment Promotion.

H i s  appo in tmen t  fo l l ows  
controversial arrangements of  
Mugabe's cronies into key positions 
such as that of  his daughter Bona 
Chikore, to the Board of  Censors in 
Zimbabwe that regulates public 
entertainment content in the country 
and that of  her husband Simba 
Chikore to the position of  Air 
Zimbabwe Chief  Operating Officer in 
October 2016.

Gono who is believed to be 
President Mugabe's personal banker, 
is tasked with overseeing the 
reincarnation of  industrial zones with 
special incentives set up to attract 
foreign investors in which imported 
materials undergo some degree of  
processing before being exported. 
The exper iment with expor t  
processing zones started in 1994 when 
the government established Export 
Processing Zones but were changed in 
2000. Now the government has 
started it again by changing the name 
to Special Economic Zones. 

The board will be responsible for 
supervising the approval of  SEZ 
licence applications and granting of  all 
relevant permits within five days, while 
work ing  w i th  the  Z imbabwe  
Investment Authority and local 
au thor i t i e s  among o ther  key  
stakeholders. The board will set up a 
one stop investment centre in each 
SEZ to ensure the speedy approval of  
all applications, as well as the speedy 
clearance of  any goods or equipment 
to be used in the SEZs.

Government has earmarked 
Victoria Falls, Harare's Sunway City, 
Bulawayo, Mutare, Norton and Lupane 
for the SEZ development. 

Last year the government enacted 
the SEZ Act. The government initially 
wanted to exclude the application of  
labour laws in the zones as an incentive 
for business to invest in the zones but 
the ZCTU fought hard against the 
move and won. Despite this victory, the 
ZCTU is worried that the Minister of  
Labour still has discretion to make anti-
labour rules. 

Prosper Chitambara, a senior 
economist with the Labour and 
Economic Reasearch Institute of  
Zimbabwe said obtaining conditions in 
the country were not conducive for the 
success of  SEZ.

“The current unstable political and 
economic environment is a serious 
impediment to the success of  SEZ. 
The extent to which SEZs can function 
effectively and benefit the host 
economy as a whole depend on wider 
economic conditions. The more 

business friendly and competitive the 
surrounding environment, the 
greater the potential SEZs have to 
stimulate economic activity both 
within and outside of  the zone. 
International evidence indicates that 
SEZs are most successful when they 
are targeted toward particular 
industries (labour intensive and 
export oriented manufacturing). On 
the downside, SEZs in a number of  
countries have been criticised for 
negative social, economic and 
environmental impacts particularly 
the rampant exploitation of  workers 
especial women and the loss of  
government revenue,” he said.  

Chitambara added that the poor 
infrastructure and power challenges 
were a major hindrance to the success 
of  SEZ in Zimbabwe. 

Zimbabwe has a depleting road 
and rail system coupled with power 
and water shortages. These, coupled 
with investment policy and legal 
inconsistencies could militate against 
the success of  SEZ,” he said.

For SEZs to be economically 
successful countries need to be 
competitive and able to differentiate 
their SEZs from those in other 
countries. SEZs have been used to 
attract foreign investment, promote 
export manufacture, increase foreign 
exchange earnings and create 
employment. Enterprises in the 
zones are subject to varying degrees 
of  preferential economic regulations 
and incentives designed to lower their 
operating costs. Zones are designed 

to insulate businesses within them 
from costs faced by firms operating in 
the local economy. The zones 
themselves need to be seen as business 
enterprises that attract investors by 
offering them competitive advantages. 
Each zone competes with all of  the 
others based in the home country as 
well as in other countries. 

For efficient operation, private-
sector participation responsible for 
zone development and operation and 
for the provision of  certain on-site 
infrastructure and services should be 
encouraged through a public-private 
partnership (PPP) approach. 

Government does have a very 
important role to play and that is to 
provide appropriate, clear and 
transparent policy, regulatory and 
incentive frameworks that encourage 
business rather than deter it. It must 
a l s o  p r ov i d e  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  
infrastructure for businesses to 
operate competitively, and uphold the 
rule of  law. 

Zimbabwe's record in attracting 
FDI in recent years is abysmal 
compared to its neighbours and this is 
attributed to policy inconsistences and 
the high cost of  doing business among 
a host of  other issues.

Since 2014, FDI into the country 
has been nose diving with statistics 
showing that last year the country 
attracted $319 million, $421 million in 
2015 and $545 in 2014.

Labour wary of SEZ board
From page 1 

H E  Tr a d e  U n i o n  
f r a t e r n i t y  h a s  
commenced work on T

climate change as has been 
witnessed by the recent  
production of literature which 
will be used to train workers 
throughout the country.

The Zimbabwe Congress of 
Trade Unions recently trained 
Climate change focal persons 
from its affiliates and they are 
already on the ground sensitizing 
their membership armed with a 
recent manual entitled, “Climate 
Change and Green Jobs' '  
produced by the ZCTU in 
partnership with the Labour and 
E c o n o m i c  D e v e l o p m e n t  
Research Institute of Zimbabwe 
and Friedrich Ebert Stiftung is 
clear testimony that a lot is to 
come in as far as workers training 
on climate change is concerned 
affiliates.

The Food Federation and 
All ied Workers  Union of  
Zimbabwe (FFAWUZ) is already 
on the ground having started the 
climate change trainings in 
Chiredzi, Triangle and Hippo 
Valley for its membership in the 
sugar plantations.

FFAWUZ organiser Jokoniah 
Mawopa who conducted the 
trainings said the union was 
targeting to incorporate climate 
change sensitization in all its 

workshops and trainings.
“We targeted the sugar 

plantations first for training 
because our membership there is 
directly affected by climate 
change. We also trained our 
workers committee members in 
Mutare and expanding to all 
regions since the whole food 
industry is likely to be affected 
including its value chain and the 
training will be a permanent 
f e a t u r e  o n  o u r  f u t u r e  
programmes. We have been 
greatly aided by the material 
training material which we have 
been provided by the ZCTU,” he 
said. 

He said the brochure had been 
useful as it captures all the basics 
that workers might need to know 
about climate change. 

The other unions that have also  
started working on climate 
change include the General 
Agricultural and Plantation 
Workers Union and  the 
Zimbabwe Chemicals, Plastics 
and Allied Workers Union.   

The climate change brochure  
outlines that climate change is the 
large scale, long term shift in the 
planet's weather patterns. A 
substantial rise in greenhouse 
gases such as carbon dioxide, 
methane, nitrous oxide and other 
fluorocarbons causing a rise in 
global temperatures through the 
greenhouse effect.

“Globally, climate changes 

that are occurring include 
extreme temperatures,  cyclones, 
changing rainfall patterns, sea 
level rise and acidification. In 
Zimbabwe climate change has 
b e e n  e v i d e n c e d  b y  t h e  
reoccurrence of droughts and 
floods, cyclones, erratic rainfall 
patterns and extreme hot and cold 
t empera tu re s , ”  r eads  the  
document in part.

The document traces the 
causes of climate change to the 
combination of human activities 
and natural causes but underlines 
that human activities are chief 
among the causes.

It proceeds to outline the 

effects of climate change and 
immediately provides insights on 
what can be done by workers and 
employers to minimize the effects 
of climate change.

The  poss ib le  so lu t ions  
suggested in the document 
include a just transition which 
provides alternative jobs for 
workers who were laid off during 
the just transition process, decent 
work conditions in the newly 
created renewable energy sectors, 
social plans which include 
adequate benefits; social security 
for workers laid off during the 
green transition period; reskilling 
by offering education and 

training programs for workers who 
want to change to green jobs. 

The document also outlines the 
several actions that will be taken by 
the trade unions in combating the 
negative effects of climate change 
which include research and 
analysis, advocacy engagement 
,training ,education and  skills 
development, organizing and 
recruitment of workers, campaigns 
and awareness raising promotion 
of a green economy, alliance 
bu i ld ing    and  e f f ec t i ve  
participation in international 
processes on climate change.

SUGAR PLANTATION WORKERS AFTER THE CLIMATE CHANGE TRAINING PROGRAMME 
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 recent research released by the 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  L a b o u r  AOrganisation (ILO) has revealed 

that most women, the world over are now 
preferring to work in a development that 
contradicts the old belief  that women 
should be confined around the home.

The report entitled, “Towards a better 
future for women and work: Voices of  
women and men”, provides a first-ever 
account of  global attitudes and perceptions 
of  women and men focusing on women and 
work. The study was conducted in 142 
countries and territories and surveyed almost 
149,000 adults. It is representative of  more 
than 99 per cent of  the global adult 
population. 

The report established that a total of  70 
percent of  women and a similar 66 percent of  
men would prefer that women work at paid 
jobs. Each of  these figures are more than 
double the percentages of  those who would 
prefer women to stay at home.  29 percent of  
women worldwide would prefer to be either 
working at paid jobs while 41 percent prefer 
to be in situations in which they could both 
work and take care of  their families. The 
study established that only 27 percent of  
women want to stay at home.

Notably, the study established that 92 
percent of  Zimbabweans agreed that it is 
perfectly acceptable for any woman to have a 
paid job outside the home if  she wants one, 
while a paltry seven percent disagreed. The 
study established that there are 45 percent 
better opportunity chances for women in 
Zimbabwe who have similar education to 
men  while a only 34 percent of  men and 
women believe that they have similar  
opportunities to secure jobs when competing 
with their male counterparts for the same 
posts. 

It was established that only 31 percent of  
people  in Zimbabwe would like to work at a 

paid job while 18 percent would like to stay at 
home and 50 percent want both. 
Interestingly, the study noted that 32 percent 
of  men in Zimbabwe would like  women to 
be in a paid job while 11 percent would like 
women to stay at home.

In comparison , only 83 percent of  
Zambians and South Africans agreed that it is 
acceptable for women to have a job while 87 
percent of  people in Tanzania also agreed.  

The study established that reconciling 
work with care for  families poses a 
significant challenge for working women 
globally. It was observed that  both men and 
women in the vast majority of  countries and 
territories surveyed mention, “balance 
between work and family” as one of  the top 
problems facing women in paid jobs.

Other issues such as unfair treatment, 
abuse, harassment in the workplace, lack of  
good-paying jobs and unequal pay also 
emerge among the top problems in various 
regions of  the world. 

The obstacles that women face vary  with 
age as young women between the ages of  15 
and 29 are more likely than older women to 
mention unfair treatment, abuse or 
harassment at work. Those between 30 and 
44 are more likely than women in other age 
groups to mention lack of  affordable care for 
their children and families. And, as women 
get older, they become more likely to mention 
unequal pay relative to men.

In sub-Saharan Africa, many respondents 
cited reasons that fall into the response 
categor y of  “unfa ir  t reatment or  
discrimination” in the workplace. Work-
family imbalances were also cited.

Worldwide, the majority of  women who 
are employed said what they earn is a 
significant source constituting 30 per cent or 
main source constituting 26 per cent of  their 
household's income. Men are still more likely 
than women to report being the main 
providers while 48 per cent of  employed men 

said that what they earn is the main source of  
their household's income. 

However, among employed women and 
men with higher levels of  education, the gap 
regarding their contribution to their 
household's income is smaller.

Globally, women and men share similar 
v i e w s  o n  w o m e n ' s  e m p l o y m e n t  
opportunities. The report found that, if  a 
woman has similar education and experience 
to a man, women and men worldwide are 
most likely to say that she has the same 
opportunity to find a good job in the city or 
area where they live. Worldwide, 25 per cent 
of  women and 29 percent of  men say that 
women have better opportunities in finding 
good jobs. 

These attitudes vary, however, from 
region to region, and largely along women's 
educational attainment and their level of  
participation in the labour force. Northern 
America, for example, leads other regions in 
terms of  perceived equal opportunity. The 
majority in the region, 55 per cent, say a 
woman with similar qualifications as a man 

has the same opportunity to find a good job. 
Northern, Western, and Southern Europe 

as well as Eastern Europe, on the other hand, 
leads other regions in terms of  perceiving 
worse opportunities for women who have 
similar experiences and educational 
qualifications as men. 

The deplorable finding in the study 
worldwide is that the more educated women 
are, the less likely they are to see better 
opportunities in the job market for women 
who are similarly qualified as men. However, 
men's views on women's opportunities do 
not change much with the level of  their 
education.

The report is expected to help shape the 
future ILO action in the context of  its 
Women at Work Centenary Initiative, which 
aims at achieving full and lasting gender 
equality in a changing world of  work. 

“The world needs to advance gender 
equality and empower women at work. Not 
just for the benefit of  women, but for the 
benefit of  all humankind,” said Jim Clifton, 
who played a pivotal role in conducting the 
study.

Most women preferring to work-ILO

He stated that FFAWUZ, an affiliate 
of  ZCTU, was formed in 1998 and 
had been the giant union dominating 
in the country's food industry. He 
pointed out that FFAWUZ is a 
federation of  food unions operating 
in the food industry. 

The affiliates to the federation 
include: the Baking Industry Workers 
Union, Food Processing Workers 
Union, Soft Drinks Workers Union, 
Meat Fish and Poultry Workers 
Union; Detergent, Edible Oils & 
Fats Workers Union and the Sugar 
Refinery Workers Union.  

Co-facilitating the training,  
FFAWUZ Legal Advisor, Plaxedes 
Beta,  amongst other topics,  
reiterated that formation of  workers 
committees was a fundamental right 
of  workers  which must be exercised 
without any interference by 
management.

''Workers Committees are formed 
in terms of  Section 23 of  the labour 
Act Chapter 28:01.Any employee of  
the company other than a managerial 
employees can be voted into the 
workers committees. Elections are 
held through a secret ballot and 
should be monitored by a labour 
Officer or a representative of  the 
appropriate trade union. The 
employers' role in this exercise is only 
limited in providing facilities for the 
elections,'' she said.

Beta explained that it was 
paramount for workers committees 
to cooperate with the trade union in 
ensuring that industrial agreement or 
industrial regulations such as 
Collective Bargaining Agreements 

for the industry are observed to the 
mutual benefit of  all employees and 
management.

Speaking on the sidelines of  the 
workshop, participants said that 
there was a need to review some of  
the companies' codes of  conduct in 
line with fair labour standards 
recommended by the constitution as 
well as the Labour Act citing that 
some clauses in existence were 
outdated and biased against workers. 

Participants expressed their 
gratitude to the union for affording 
them the training. They requested 
that the union should accord them 
such trainings at regular intervals to 
keep them updated.

''It was such an awakening exercise 
for us as workers representatives. We 
are now empowered on how we 
perceive labour issues,'' said one of  
the participants, Aleck Chikwenjere 
in an interview soon after the 
workshop.

Similar trainings were also held in 
Gweru, Harare, Chinhoi, Masvingo 
and Bulawayo.

M e a n w h i l e ,  F FAW U Z  i s  
continuing with its onslaught of  the 
lowveld sugarcane plantations with a 
serious organising rampage that saw 
the union training more than 120 
members at a two day workshop and 
recruiting hundreds last month.
The union descended and conducted 
training programme in Hippo Valley 
and Triangle respectively, targeted to 
the general members. 
Gift Maoneka who co facilitated at 
the workshops said their goal was to 
unionise all plantations workers 
under their union.
SMAWUZ General Secretary 

l o v e m o r e  Z v i u n d u r a  s a i d  
recruitment were progressing 
encouragingly.
“We have witnessed keen interest 
from workers who have been 
enlightened by the trainings that we 
have carried out so far. Most workers 
in the sugar plantations had not been 
serviced even by the unions that 
purport to represent them so the 
in i t i a t ive  by  FFAWUZ and  
SMAWUZ is ushering a new 
dispensation with workers now 
understanding how unions should 
function,” he said.
“We intended to train a total of  120 
workers in the two days programme, 
that is 60 from Hippo Valley and 60 

from Triangle during the weekend 24 
and 25th June 2017 respectively. The 
attendance was overwhelming with a 
total of  138 participants attending 
a n d  s u b s e q u e n t l y  j o i n i n g  
SMAWUZ,” he said.
The training workshops covered the 
history of  the trade union in 
Zimbabwe, trade union organisation, 
Organising and Membership Drive 
and collective bargaining
“The training was conducted as an 
organising tool and we are happy 
with the success of  the programme. 
It must be noted that some of  the 
participants were members of  other 
Unions which were not doing 
anything on their behalf. They 

thanked FFAWUZ and SMAWUZ 
leadership for such an initiative 
which was the first of  its kind in 
Chiredzi. Some made comments to 
the effect that FFAWUZ managed to 
equip them with knowledge despite 
them not having contributed a cent 
to the organisation. They therefore 
saw every reason to join the 
SMAWUZ. We observed that 
Chiredzi has a potential of  over 20 
000 members and there is need for 
adequate funding to mobilise and 
recruit members. FFAWUZ intends 
to keep the momentum going,” said 
Maoneka.

FFAWUZ trains workers’ committees, reinforces recruitment in sugar plantations 
From page 3

Participants at FFAWUZ workers’ commitees training workshop in Mutare 

BY ALOIS VINGA 

Women workers in the garment manufacturing industry 
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The Northeastern 
region commemorated 
national safety day at 

the Society of the 
Destitute and Aged 

with a clean up at the 
old people’s home . 

The region also 
donated foodstuff, 

clothes and repaired 
broken windows and 

doors. 

2017 ZCTU JUNE 6 COMMEMORATIONS

Workers in Bulawayo on a clean up campaign in the city  

Northern region commemorations:Entertainment Rio Zim, First Aid team showing up what they are made up of.

BY DICKSON CHAERUKA

n independent arbitrator has ordered Timber 
Product International (TPI) to retain benefits Awithdrawn from workers following the 

company's transfer from Border Timbers International 
(BTI).

BTI transferred 171 employees to TPI on a transfer of  
undertaking in 2015.

The workers submitted that management unilaterally 
subjected them on the transfer and were made to understand 
the process was being done as an on-going concern without 
any alterations of  conditions of  service.

During the restructuring, BTI management reportedly 
informed workers that the employer remained the same but 
the company had only altered to the trade name; TPI.

Under the new trade name, the workers were aggrieved 
after the TPI management began to implement changes to 
their conditions of  service.

They said management varied job titles and grades for  
some employees such that Nurse Aids were given Sweeping 
duties, Machine Operators were degraded to General Hands 
as well as  Tally Clerks were given Sweeping duties.

They added that the company scrapped funeral assistance, 
lunch, provision of  transport on shift work and contracts of  
employments were varied.

Aggrieved by the changes, the workers represented by the 
Zimbabwe Furniture Timber and Allied Trades Workers 
Union (ZIFTATU) challenged the unfavourable conditions 
citing that it was against the law on transfers stipulated in the 
country's Labour Act.

''The Labour Act Section 16 provides that on transfers of  
undertakings, the conditions of  service were and or are not 
supposed to be less favourable than those which applied 
before the transfer,'' stated the workers before Arbitration 
represented by the ZIFTATU Eastern Regional Organiser, 
Ezekiel Ngorima.

He also submitted that the unilateral transfers or 
restructuring by the company was a violation of  Section 25 (a) 
of  the Country's Labour Act.

''The law provides that such changes within an 
establishment ought to be notified to workers prior 
implementation and the works council is the platform 
provided by law to discuss such issues,'' he said.

The employer submitted that there were not transfers 
implemented insisting that TPI was owned by BTI pointing 
out that it was only the shareholding structure that had 
changed.

''Timber Products International did not take over Border 
Timbers International as a going concern. Border Timbers 
International is still in existence but it has a trade name i.e 
Timber Product International. The business operations, 
equipment, machinery, and premises are still owned by Border 
Timbers International. Therefore, there was no transfer of  
undertaking,'' stated the company in its submissions.

In adjudicating submissions by both parties, the Arbitrator 
stated that it was quite unlawful for the company to alter and 
unilaterally change employee's contracts without express 
consent.

''Although it is a fact that the current macro-economic 
fundamental is causing numerous challenges to most 
organisations across all sectors of  the economy, whenever 
there is organisational realignment, restructuring or 
reengineering - there is need to consult and agree to new 
working conditions, and if  the need arises also agree to sign a 
new contract of  employment,'' stated Joshua Maligwa citing a 
precedent case of  Mutare Board and Paper Mills Vs James 
Howard Mutsaka SC/2/05.

He handed the Award; ''after considering all the material 
facts of  the matter, I  accordingly order that that it is unlawful 
to unilaterally alter and change the Employees' Conditions of  
Service following the transfer of  an undertaking (either by way 
of  Boardroom decision, i.e. shareholding shares, strategic 
Business Units, mergers or demergers) from Border Timbers 
(Pvt) Ltd to Timber Products International without their 
consent,'' he stated further ordering  that the employee resume 
enjoying all the benefits they were entitled to prior to the 
transfer.

he Zimbabwe Union of  Journalists (ZUJ) will 
soon be launching training workshops for 
student journalists on safety and security.T

ZUJ Secretary General, Foster Dongozi said this during a 
presentation to trainee journalists at the Harare Polytechnic's 
Department of  Mass Communication.

Students said challenges that they faced while on internship 
included sexual harassment, lack of  resources, lack of  access 
to information, mentorship inadequacies, gender imbalances 
and poor working conditions.

Students said they faced sexual harassment at colleges and 
while on attachment.

In response Dongozi said they would soon be launching 
training programs on safety for practising journalists and 
student journalists.

Safety trainings for journalists 

TPI ordered to reinstate workers benefits
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h e  Z i m b a b w e  
Congress of  Trade 
Unions (ZCTU) has T

trained cub organisers to 
assist in organising for its 
affiliates as it seeks to widen 
the base of  activists involved 
in membership recruitment 
and retention.

The training of  the organisers 
came soon after national 
organisers of  affiliate trade 
unions had met to deliberate on 
an annual organising work-plan 
in Masvingo last month. 

The upcoming organisers 
were taken through the basic 
trade union orientation and  
organising skills to help them 
service membership effectively 
especially at the shopfloor level.

Speaking at the workshop 
ZCTU National organiser, 

Michael Kandukutu said: “The 
thrust is to groom a new crop of  
organisers that can assist the 
national organisers in the 
execution of  their duties both at 
affiliate and ZCTU level. With 
the levels of  membership loss 
through retrenchments affiliates 
now need new approaches to 
organising and the upcoming 
organisers would complement 
the current efforts by national 
organisers,” he said. 

The workshop focussed on 
organizing including strategic 
p l a n n i n g ,  p r o b l e m  
identification, report writing, 
communication and resolution 
in organizing.

K a n d u k u t u  u r g e d  t h e  
par t ic ipants  to  ser ious ly  
implement the organising skills 
they had been imparted with as 
well as to utilise the modern 
communication systems in their 

organising work.  
'There are a lot of  changes in 

the world of  work,  the 
workplace was changing even in 

its structure posing serious 
challenges to organising work. It 
would be prudent if  you could 
harness and utilise even the 

social media in organising which 
membership is fast embracing as 
a medium of  communication,” 
he said.

Organizers in planning workshop to boost union density  
BY ADMORE MARAMBANYIKA 

Upcoming organisers at the training workshop in Masvingo 

In order to ascertain 
whether an  employer 
employee relationship exists, 
one has to apply a test. A 
number of  tests  have 
therefore been formulated, 
examples of such tests are 
the supervision and control 
test, the organisation test 
a n d  t h e  d o m i n a t e  
impression test.

The first test to be examined 
in this article is the supervision 
and control test. This test seeks 
dist inguish between an 
employee and an independent 
contractor on the basis of the 
degree of supervision and 
control over the manner in 
which the work is done. Where 
it is established that the one 
g i v i n g  w o r k  h a s  a  
considerable  degree of  
supervision and control, then 
one will be deemed to be an 
employee. The definition of 
control as well as that of 
supervision was given in the 
case of Smit v Workmans 
Compensation Commissioner 
as including, amongst other 
things, the right of an 
employer to decide what work 
is to be done by the employee, 
the manner in which it is to be 
done by him, the means to be 
employed by him in doing it, 
the time when and the place 
where it is to be done by him. 
Supervision implies the right 
of the employer to inspect and 
direct the work being done by 
the employee.

The test was considered in 
the case of Alfred Jairos Banda 
v Gamegone and Another HH-
133-13. The court stated the 
following:

“In Colonial Mutual Life 
A s s u r a n c e  S o c i e t y  v  
MacDonald 1931 AD 412 it 
was held that the relation of 

master and servant cannot 
exist where there is a total 
absence of the right of 
supervising and controlling 
the workman under the 
contract; a master must have 
the right to prescribe to the 
workman not only what work 
has to be done, but also the 
manner in which the work has 
to be done.  At p 435 DE 
VILLIERS CJ said –

“In The Queen v Walker (27 
LJMC 207) BRAMWELL B., 
put it in this way:

'A principal has the right to 
direct what the agent has to 
do; but a master has not only 
that right, but also the right to 
say how it is to be done'.   

In Yewens v Noakes (1880, 
6 QBD 530) the same learned 
Judge applied the same test.  

thPollock on Torts (12  ed., pp, 
79, 80) draws the same 
distinction:

'A servant is a person 
subject to the command of his 
master as to the manner in 
which he shall do his work… 
An independent contractor is 
one who undertakes to 
produce a given result, but so 
that in the actual 
execution of the work 
he is not under the 
order or control of the 
person for whom he 
does it, and may use 
his own discretion in 
things not specified 
beforehand'.

S o  a l s o  d o e s  
thSalmond, Law of Torts (6  ed., 

p 96), in the following 
passage:

'What, then, is the test of 
this distinction between a 
servant and an independent 
contractor?  The test is the 
existence of a right of control 
over the agent in respect of the 

manner in which his work is to 
be done.  A servant is an agent 
w h o  w o r k s  u n d e r  t h e  
supervision and direction of 
his employer; an independent 
contractor is one who is his 
own master.  A servant is a 
person engaged to obey his 
employer's orders from time to 
t i m e ;  a n  i n d e p e n d e n t  
contractor is a person 
engaged to do certain work, 
but to exercise his own 
discretion as to the mode and 
time of doing it - he is bound 
by his contract, but not by his 
employer's orders'.

 He then proceeds to give 
the following illuminating 
illustrations:

'Thus, my coachman is my 
servant; and if by negligent 
driving he runs over someone 
in the street, I am responsible.  
But the cabman whom I 
engage for a particular 
journey is not my servant; he 
is not under my orders; he has 
made a contract with me, not 
t ha t  he  w i l l  obey  my  
directions, but that he will 
drive me to a certain place; if 
an accident happens by his 
negligence he is responsible, 

and not I'".
The test enunciated in the 

Colonial Mutual case, supra, 
was described by GOLDIN 
AJA in S v Lyons Brooke Bond 
1981 ZLR 384(S); 1981(4) SA 
445 (Z) as the supervision and 
control test.  At pp 390-391 he 

said:
"The test adopted in South 

Africa is derived from English 
law and has been aptly 
described as the supervision 
and control test.  In my view it 
is a practical and correct test 
and I will apply it to the facts 
of this case.  The control and 
supervision need not be rigid 
or absolute.  The fact that a 
person is allowed to exercise 
d i scre t ion  or  personal  
initiative does not necessarily 
take him out from the category 
of an employee and constitute 
h i m  a n  i n d e p e n d e n t  
contractor.  It is essential to 
examine the facts of each case 
to determine the true nature 
and type of the relationship 
which has been created.  In R v 
A.M.C.A. Services Ltd and 
Another, 1959 (4) SA 207 (AD) 
SCHREINER, JA, said (at 
page 213) that if the 'employer 
can control or at least has the 
right to control the detailed 
manner of the other's work', a 
con t rac t  o f  serv ice  i s  
concluded.  ROPER J, said in 
Feun's case, (supra) at page 
61 that complete control in 

every respect is not 
essential and added that 
'whether the control  
exercised is such as to lead 
to the inference that the 
engaged person is a 
servant is a matter of 
degree'.  The position is in 
my respectful view usefully 
and correctly summarized 

in Ready Mixed Concrete v 
Minister of Pensions (supra) 
a t  p a g e  4 4 0 ,  w h e r e  
MACKENNA, J. said -

'Control includes the power 
of deciding the thing to be 
done, the way in which it shall 
be done, the means to be 
employed in doing it, the time 

when, and the place where it 
shall be done.  All these 
aspects of control must be 
considered in  deciding 
whether the right exists in a 
sufficient degree to make one 
party the master and the other 
his servant.  The right need 
not be unrestricted'".

The principal is also liable 
for the delicts of the agent 
where the agent is a servant 
unlike in the case where he is a 
contractor.

The second test to be looked 
into is the organisation test. 
T h e  o r g a n i s a t i o n  t e s t  
formulated by DENNING LJ 
in Stevenson, Jordan and 
Harrison Ltd v MacDonald 
and Evans  [1952] 1 TLR 101 
(CA) . In South Africa, this test 
was rejected by the Appellate 
Division in the case of S v 
AMCA Services on the basis 
that it begged more questions 
than it answered.

The third test to be looked 
into is the multiple or 
dominant impression test. 
This test looks at a variety of 
factors that can be used to 
establish whether an employer 
employee relationship exists. 
This test was developed as a 
result of the limitations of the 
other tests.

What can be noted from the 
above is that there a number of 
tes ts  which have been 
employed in order to ascertain 
the existence of an employer 
employee relationship. The 
need to establish whether or 
not there exists an employer 
employee relationship arises 
from the fact that certain rights 
and obligations attach to the 
nature of the relationship. The 
test which is now currently 
being applied is the dominant 
impression test.

Distinguishing a contract of employment
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CHIGUMURA

he so-called grand coalition of  political 
parties against President Robert Mugabe's 
Zanu PF is becoming a mirage as some T

spoilers are keen to make it flop.  Believe you me, by 
the time we get to the elections there will be nothing to 
talk about.

Not that Chigumura is a fanatic of  coalitions, far from it. 
In fact I  am one of  the few that believe that these coalitions 
are a Zanu PF ruse to weaken the existing opposition, in 
particular the MDC-T. All of  a sudden, parties that cannot 
fill a 300 square meter stadium are standing up wanting to 
be included in the coalition and by the time of  elections, 
there will be blood on the floor as people jostle for 
positions. 

Already Joice Mujuru has indicated that she wants to lead 
the coalition while Morgan Tsvangirai as senior opposition 
leader believes he is entitled to the leadership. I know the 
arrogant Tendai Biti and Welshmen Ncube will also lay 
claim to lead the coalition. But I have a big problem with 
Joice Runaida  Mujuru. The woman has not been tested in 
opposition politics and yet she thinks she has followers 
(which I doubt). If  she was not chased from Zanu PF she 
could still be the Vice-President Zimbabwe  and second 
secretary of  Zanu PF. How can we trust her? 

Chigumura still sticks to the original idea that each party 
for itself! Let there be talk of  a coalitions if  there is no 
outright winner as this is the best way to gauge the strength 
of  each party.

Then we have two spoilers coming on the scene, one 
Nkosana Moyo and Fadzayi Mahere. Of  course every 
Zimbabwean has a right to form and contest any election, 
up to the highest level, but Chigumura takes great exception 
to people who think they are better than those who have 
been in the struggle for years.  

Nkosana Moyo ran away from this country to live 
comfortably in South Africa. He had the temerity to resign 
from his cabinet post through a fax. He did not have the 
spine to hand over his resignation letter by hand to Mugabe. 
That was cowardice. He should have resigned and stayed 
here and like all of  us, faced Mugabe head on. I am forced 
to agree with Mugabe that this country needs amadoda 
sibili! 

By launching his political party in the five star Meikles 
Hotel, Nkosana showed us that his party is for the elites 
that does not want to be associated with Enthumbane, 
Dzivaresekwa, Mbare or Mufakose.

I have known Fadzayi Mahere briefly as a student coming 
to the ZCTU research center. She appeared to be a reserved 
person and her entrance into politics surprised me. She 
wants to contest Mt Pleasant and she is said to have 
castigated the current crop of  Members of  Parliament, fine 
and dandy.  She is a daughter to former permanent 
secretary in the Ministry of  Education, Stephen Mahere. 
To be frank I believe she is a greenhorn and need to take it 
easy on the peddle.  What makes people think that if  they 

make a lot of  noise on the social media they are now ripe 
for leadership? Of  cause I do not agree with those who say 
because her father is linked to Zanu PF, she is also Zanu PF. 
She could be genuine, but a genuine spoiler for that matter. 
Her  entrance will definitely split votes.

WHILE the opposition is quarrelling on who is to lead 
the coalition, on the other hand Zanu PF is at each other's 
throat, particularly the so-called G40 and Lacoste teams 
which are fighting to succeed President Robert Mugabe.  
The fighting is getting interesting and at the same time 
dangerous. We have seen army commander Constantino 
Guveya Dominic Nyikadzino Chiwenga threatening a 
Cabinet Minister Jonathan Moyo for his stance on 
Command Agriculture. 

While I have never been a fan of  Professor Jonathan 
Moyo, in the name of  freedom of  speech and association, I 
am with him on this one. Chiwenga must confine his work 
to the barracks unless if  he says we are a military state. He 
must leave issues to do with Agriculture to the responsible 
Ministry. Jonathan Moyo has a right to disagree with 
anyone in government. Who is more of  a security threat an 
Army Commander who threatens a Minister and a minister 

who disagrees with how a certain programme is being 
implemented?

Tellingly, Finance Minister Patrick Chinamasa, who all 
along has been quiet was also frothing in the mouth, 
chiding Moyo for his comments on the Command 
Agriculture. Now we know Cde Chinamasa where you 
stand!

My observation is that the Prof  is not against Command 
Agriculture, but contends that it is being abused to further 
the political ambition of  Vice-President Mnangangwa.  

Of  course Chigumura loves it when Zanu PF dinosaurs 
fight among themselves. It presents a perfect opportunity 
for its disintegration. It also shows that the old man has 
totally lost control. As one of  my favourite writer said, it is 
no longer at ease. Things fall apart,  and the center cannot 
hold ….any longer. 

I am out of  here!

Things fall apart

Nkosana Moyo

Morgan Tsvangirai Fadzayi Mahere

power supplies etc) and a central 
storage system which is fully 
backed up. Field staff acquire 
biometrics information (register 
voters all over the country) and this 
information is stored in a central 
system. These are the most basic 
components of the system (BVR 
kits and a central storage system 
with back-up).

One of the most important 
benefits of a BVR system is the 
ability to be used for de-duplication 
(removal of multiple registrants) to 
produce a “clean” voters roll. In 
order for this to be achieved the 
data has to be compiled centrally 
and processed using software 
systems such as Automated 
Fingerprint Identification System 
(AFIS). This process provides 
automated fingerprint search 
capabilities, electronic image 
storage and, if required, electronic 
exchange of fingerprints. This is 
therefore  a  very sensi t ive  
component and the “heart” of the 

whole system. It is therefore 
imperative that this storage system 
is put in place with appropriate 
back-up before the BVR kits are 
even deployed.

It is also vital that the system 
put in place is compatible with the 
BVR kits and acquisition process 
as any discrepancies might result in 
data loss or corruption. It is 
therefore expected that the BVR 
kits provider will also supply the 
storage and back-up system which 
is compatible with the data they 
acquire. Failure to do this may 
result in serious system risks and 
may result in a complete failure of 
the BVR process.

Associated with acquisition of 
biometric data is the issue of data 
protection and right to privacy. 
While there is a need for electoral 
data to be in the public domain, the 
balance between, on one hand, the 
r e a s o n a b l e  d e m a n d s  f o r  
transparency in electoral processes 
and the right to privacy of the 

citizen on the other is a delicate 
exercise which requires careful 
handling. Introducing multiple 
handlers in the data acquisition, 
transfer and storage process 
exposes the data to high security 
risks.

The issue of accountability 
arises, and experience has shown 
serious objections from BVR 
system providers (and rightly so) to 
separation of data acquisition and 
storage processes. BVR system 
providers have their own data 
encryption (coding of the data so 
that it is useless without an 
appropriate decoder) software 
which they use to protect the data, 
which is compatible with their own 
devices. They also provide their 
own IT auditor with special skills to 
d e t e c t  t a m p e r i n g  a n d  o r  
manipulation of the database itself. 
The auditor should work with 
compatriots from all stakeholders.

The process that might be 
involved in integrating devices 
from multiple vendors can also be 

time consuming and costly and is 
not justifiable. It is therefore, 
imperative that ZEC abandons 
their reported idea of separating the 
processes which is raising 
eyebrows; or the project will 
become highly risky with the 
possibility of being a complete 
failure.

All these issues raised require a 
clear, transparent response and 
explanation by ZEC to all 
stakeholders. ZEC, through its 
consultation process with all 
stakeholders should address these 
issues to ensure that the BVR 
system is acceptable and reliable. It 
is also important to provide 
sufficient information to users to 
enable them to feel included in the 
process, engender a sense of 
ownership and therefore increase 
the likelihood that the technology 
will be successfully accepted and 
implemented.

It is however, important to be 
realistic about the associated risks 
and their sources. ZEC is implored 

to act on these reports, and work 
hard to dispel the perception that 
some of these risks are developing 
because there are participants who 
want the process to fail for their 
own selfish reasons, or that there 
are some sinister reasons for 
introducing impediments and 
unnecessary risks. This is crucial, 
given the history of Zimbabwe 
elections.

Dr Samuel Chindaro is an 
Electronics Engineer, biometrics 
expert and researcher, trained at 
N U S T  i n  Z i m b a b w e ,  t h e  
University of Birmingham and the 
University of Kent in the UK. At 
Kent, he was part of a specialist 
research group on biometrics 
technology. He can be contacted 
at S.Chindaro@gmail.com

Biometrics and Elections: Facing the risks
From Page 4
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Zimbabwe : The paradox of 
poverty in the midst of plenty

ne of  the biggest 
p a r a d o x e s  
c o n f r o n t i n g  O

Zimbabwe is that while we are 
one of  the richest countries in 
terms of  resource endowment 
we are one of  the poorest 
c o u n t r i e s  i n  t e r m s  o f  
economic development. This 
paradox is often termed the 
paradox of  poverty in the 
midst of  plenty. 

We have failed to leverage our 
resource endowment to initiate 
a n d  s u s t a i n  e c o n o m i c  
development. Per capita income 
averages US$1,700 while it is 
much higher in a number of  
countries that are not as richly 
endowed in terms of  resources as 
we are. 

Japan for instance has a per 
capita income level of  about 
U S $ 4 0 , 0 0 0 ;  S i n g a p o r e  
US$81,000 and South Korea 
US$35,000. Interestingly, the 
deteriorating macroeconomic 
situation in Zimbabwe has 
coincided with a weakening of  
our key institutions.

It is now generally agreed by 
both scholars and policymakers 
that strong institutions are the 
b e d r o c k  o f  e c o n o m i c  
development. Moreover, weak 
institutions provide a fertile and 
breeding ground for corruption, 
s t a t e  c a p t u r e  a n d  o t h e r  
malfeasance. Strong institutions 
provide confidence, certainty, 
stability as well as the requisite 
incentives and disincentives 
crit ical to spur economic 
activities.

It has also been proven 
e m p i r i c a l l y  t h a t  s t r o n g  
institutions reduce transaction 
costs, information costs and risks 
for investment by both local and 
foreign investors. Institutional 
reforms are an indispensable 
ingredient in any sustainable 
economic development strategy.

Over the past years Zimbabwe 
has experienced a weakening of  
key institutions. In some cases 
institutions have been captured 
by elites for rent seeking and 
pe r sona l  a g g r and i s emen t  
purposes.  

The country has fared dismally 
on the key institutional indicators. 
Zimbabwe ranks lowly in the 
Transparency International 
Corruption Perception Index at 
150 out of  168 countries in 2015, 
and 154 out 176 countries in 
2016. The 2016-17 Global 
C o m p e t i t i v e n e s s  Re p o r t  
identifies corruption as the third 
most problematic factor for 
doing business in Zimbabwe.

 According to the 2016 Mo 
Ibrahim Index of  African 
Governance Zimbabwe is ranked 
49 out of  54 countries in the 
business environment sub 
category in the year 2015 with a 
score of  15.5 out of  100. The 

score represents a decline of  1.9 
over the ten-year period 2006-
2015.

In particular, corruption in 
Zimbabwe has manifested itself  
in many ways and sectors and 
harmed the economy. Some of  
t h e s e  m a n i f e s t a t i o n s  o f  
corruption include: bribery, 
e m b e z z l e m e n t ,  f r a u d ,  
favouritism, exorbitant salaries 
for public officials, extortion, 
i l l i c i t  p a y m e n t s ,  m o n e y  
laundering, smuggling, poor 
corporate governance 
and tax evasion. 

P o o r  c o r p o r a t e  
governance has become 
systemic in the public 
e n t e r p r i s e s ,  l o c a l  
authorit ies and the 
financial sector as Audit 
reports by the Auditor 
General have continued 
to expose poor corporate 
governance, fraudulent 
ac t iv i t i e s,  f inanc ia l  
i r r e g u l a r i t i e s  a n d  
wea kn e s s e s  i n  t h e  
internal control systems 
at most of  the parastatals and 
government departments. 

The 2016 report of  the 
Comptro l ler  and Audi tor  
General (CAG) highlighted that 
poor corporate governance 
practices still exist in state 
enterprises and parastatals 
resulting in the loss of  millions of  
dollars and government having to 
subsidize those losses. 

It is therefore imperative to 
strengthen and reform key 
inst i tut ions namely :  s tate  
enterprises and parastatals. The 
reforms should be designed to 
enhance accountability and 
transparency in state operations 
a n d  i n  m a j o r  e c o n o m i c  

institutions. In particular, our 
state enterprises and parastatals 
must be transformed into 
autonomous and profit-oriented 
institutions with pro-market 
regulations and corporate 
governance mechanisms. 

It is now recognised that a 
par t icipatory approach to 
restructuring is key to its success. 
Public sector reforms are most 
likely to achieve their objectives 
of  delivering efficient, effective 
and high quality services when 

planned and implemented with 
the full participation of  public 
sector workers and their unions 
and consumers of  public services 
at all stages of  the decision-
making process. 

A participatory restructuring 
culture helps to transform the 
public enterprises into an 
effective results-oriented long-
term coalition by reconciling the 
various conflicting interests. This 
is also known as Socially Sensitive 
and  Inc lus ive  Enterpr i se  
Restructuring.  

There is also a need to reform 
and strengthen property rights in 
the agricultural sector through 

granting transfer rights. A 
productive economy requires that 
assets be used by those who can 
do so most productively, and 
improvements in property rights 
facilitate this by enabling an 
asset's mobility as a factor of  
production (e.g., via a rental 
market). 

Most importantly, an inclusive 
institutional framework for 
b r o a d - b a s e d  s t a ke h o l d e r  
participation in decision-making, 
implementation, monitoring and 

evaluation needs to be 
created. This would help 
improve transparency, 
accountability, ensure 
ownership of  policies and 
e n c o u r a g e  s o c i a l  
cohes ion .  Inc lus ive  
institutions also level the 
playing field and provide 
a l l  c i t i z e n s  w i t h  
o p p o r t u n i t i e s  t o  
participate in and shape 
public policy.  

A national framework 
for social dialogue that is 
inclusive along the lines 

of  the National Economic 
Development and Labour 
Council (NEDLAC) in South 
Africa, or Economic and Social 
Councils implemented in other 
countries, should be created with 
participation broadened to cover 
all key stakeholders, including 
youths and communities. 

To stem the tide of  de-
i n d u s t r i a l i s a t i o n  a n d  
informalisation requires the 
creat ion of  enabl ing and 
supportive policy, institutional 
and regulatory that reduces the 
cost of  doing business and 
improves the investment climate 
as well as lowering the barriers 

and high cost of  transition to 
formality. 

T h e  d o i n g  b u s i n e s s  
e n v i r o n m e n t  r e m a i n s  
problematic with the country 
moving 4 places down in the ease 
of  doing business rankings from 
157 out of  190 countries in 2016 
to 161 in 2017. 

According to the 2017 World 
Bank Doing Business Report 
Zimbabwe is ranked 183 out of  
190 countries in terms of  starting 
a business one place down from 
182 in 2016. On average it takes 
91 days to start a business and the 
process requires 10 procedures 
on the ease of  starting a business. 
There is therefore an urgent need 
to streamline and simplify the 
doing business environment. 

The plethora of  taxes, levies 
and statutory fees must be 
reduced through the adoption of  
a  u n i f o r m  t a x  r e g i m e .  
Government must urgently 
embrace an e-government system 
t h a t  i n c l u d e s  c o m p a n y  
reg i s t ra t ion  and  na t iona l  
procurement. 

E-governance can also help to 
make public service provision 
and governance more efficient 
and effective and also mitigate 
c o r r u p t i o n  b y  r a i s i n g  
transparency and accountability 
through digital footprints and 
reducing face-face interaction. 

The e-governance system 
must also entail the adoption of  
biometric payroll registration of  
public sector workers and 
pensioners which has been found 
to be very effective in cleaning up 
the payroll and improving its 
administration.  

Political activists demand accountability of national resources from the government after President Robert Mugabe 
told the nation that the country had lost more than $15 billion of diamonds revenue 
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enezuela's president, Nicolas Maduro, told a 
packed auditorium on Sunday what sounded like Vgood news: The minimum wage is going up 50 

percent.
But that won't help ordinary Venezuelans. Inflation there 

could skyrocket 720 percent  this year, according to the 
International Monetary Fund. As inflation goes up, the 
country's currency buys less and less.

The wage hike actually epitomizes Venezuela's spiral into 
chaos of  all kinds.

It's the third time this year Maduro's government has hiked 
the country's minimum wage to combat extremely high 
inflation and an increasingly worthless currency. Prices for 
food, medicine and other essentials rise weekly if  not daily.

Staggering wage hikes still aren't keeping pace with rising 
inflation, which is a result of  years of  government 
overspending and mismanagement, along with severe 
shortages of  food, medicine and even cash itself.

The latest increase brings Venezuela's minimum wage to 
97,531 bolivars a month. That's equivalent to $12.53, according 
to the unofficial but often used exchange rate of  
dolartoday.com. Official government exchange rates are 
considered overvalued.

Venezuela jacks up minimum 
wage for third time this year

Unions mobilize against Spanish govt's 
ongoing attack on the right to strike

n Spain, the right-wing government of  Mariano Rajoy 
continues its assault on the right to strike. I

16 after eight trade unionists were acquitted of  criminal 
charges (see The Airbus 8 and the right to strike: unfinished 
business) for having taken part in the 2010 general strike against 
austerity, two union representatives face prison terms of  up to 7 
years for their participation in the general strike of  2012.

On July 7, UGT shop stewards Rubén Ranz and José Manuel 
Nogales will be tried under Article 315.3 of  the criminal code, a 
legislative vestige of  the Franco era which the Rajoy 
government has revived. They were arrested in a mass police 
assault on a peaceful informational picket in Madrid on the 
evening of  the March 29, 2012 general strike.

Madrid21062017
On June 21, the trade union confederations CC.OO and 

UGT held a mass rally in central Madrid to condemn the Rajoy 
government's ongoing criminalization of  the right to strike and 
demand the charges be dropped (HERE you can see the rally 
and the speeches of  the CC.OO and UGT leaders). 

The IUF, together with other international trade union 
organizations, is building solidarity and support for the two 
shop stewards and calling for the repeal of  laws which 
criminalize the exercise of  the right to strike, a fundamental 
human right.

Child Labour Compromises 
Children's Future - Jurist
Luanda — The jurist Gino Gilberto said on Wednesday, in 
Luanda, that the child labour phenomenon decreases the 
development and educational growth of  children, thus 
compromising their social future.
On an interview to ANGOP, in the ambit of  the celebrations of  
June 16, African Children's Day, the jurist deemed it important 
that children guardians and careers show commitment to the 
fight against child labour, aiming at avoiding social damages in 
the future and guaranteeing children's thorough growth process.
He stressed that children need to grow in a healthy environment 
and in the ambit of  rights and duties, aiming for their 
development.
"A child must grow in the bosom of  the family for better 
integration and biological development", he reiterated.

Gino Gilberto also defended greater supervision and 

monitoring of  children, as well as increase in sensitisation 

activities such as lectures, with a view to discouraging practices 

relating to child labour

Cricketers’ Association to help players facing 
unemployment in Cricket Australia pay dispute 

ustralian cricket's pay dispute 
will soon shift from a clash of 
ideologies to something far more A

serious for many rookie-listed players 
joining the ranks of the unemployed.

The  cu r ren t  Memorandum of  
Understanding (MoU) between Cricket 
Australia (CA) and the Australian 
Cricketers' Association (ACA) expired on 
June 30.

It means more than 200 cricketers are 
unemployed, although Test stars such as 
Steve Smith and David Warner, and even 
many domestic players, are unlikely to feel 
the pinch.

Australian cricket is in its worst state 
since the days when Kerry Packer's World 
Series Cricket divided the sport, according 
to the Australian Cricketers' Association.

But plenty of out-of-contract state 
players are on the other end of the pay scale 
and do not have other income or savings to 
fall back on.

The ACA has established a support fund 
that will help provide necessary living 

expenses while the MoU stalemate 
continues.

It is understood the mechanics of the 
program will be one of many topics 
discussed during Sunday's unprecedented 
meeting of players in Sydney. Some details 
are being kept confidential.

Off-contract domestic players facing 
genuine financial hardship, who intend to 
play in 2017/18, will be eligible to access 
funds to cover items such as rent, food and 
bills.

"A rookie male retainer is $40,000 per 
year. So for players that are living away 
from home to pursue their professional 
cricket dream, not being paid beyond July 1 
is going to be a challenge," ACA player 
liaison manager Simon Katich said.

"The same goes for female domestic 
players who may be balancing part-time 
work, study and playing.

"That's why this scheme was created … 
players are incredibly united and 
galvanised around this cause."

CA has used cash as both carrot and 
stick in its attempts to convince players that 
scrapping the revenue-sharing model is a 
good idea.

Almost 230 cricketers around the 
country are out of contract. What happens 
now?

"What is important to acknowledge is 
that cricket is the players' job, and if you 
aren't getting paid to do your job, that 
presents the same challenges as if it were to 
happen to any other person," Katich said.

The upcoming Australia A tour of South 
Africa is in doubt, while the pay dispute 
could have an impact on the Test tour of 
Bangladesh in August and the Ashes series 
starting in November.

Smith, Warner and other international 
players turned down a big pay rise when 
they rebuffed CA's initial offer.

CA high-performance manager Pat 
Howard made it clear this week that out-of-
contract players would not receive back 
pay.

Gender equality in the media on the European Parliament's agenda
n Monday 26  June,  the  
Committee for Women's Rights 
and Gender Equality (FEMM) O

of  the European Parliament organised a 
hearing on gender equality in the media 
in the European Union. The main goal 
was to provide information to feed an 
upcoming own-initiative report to be 
published later on this year. The 
rapporteur is Czech MEP Michaela 
Šojdrová.

Lenka Vochocová representing the 
department of  Media Studies at the Faculty 
of  Social Sciences in Prague, Donatella 
Martini, the director of  Donnein Quota and 
Martine Simonis, General Secretary at the 
Belgian Association of  Journalists (AJP), an 
IFJ/EFJ affiliate, held a discussion on the 
challenges facing women at different 
positions in the media sector and the relation 
between gender stereotypes and the media 
industry.

Global media studies show that only 
around 37 percent of  stories are reported by 
women, said Vochocová. “It has been like 
that for ten years now; we are witnessing a 

real stagnation,” she commented. Only 17 
percent of  women generally work in the 
newspaper industry. Females are still mostly 
seen as more suitable for television 
journalism, where the ones older than 30 
years get fewer oppor tunit ies for 
employment than their younger colleagues. 
“Older women who are good at their job also 
have less chance of  proceeding,” said 
Vochocová. In general, female journalists 
remain in the lower ranking positions. A 
minority hold senior management seats 
which usually has three times more male than 
female managers.

The experts highlighted the need to 
address issues of  sexism and to find tools to 
prevent it. Mrs. Martini also recommended 
introducing a legal definition of  sexist 
advertising and establishing a reporting 
mechanism. As an example of  good practice, 
Martine Simonis pointed at Expertalia, a 
Belgian database composed of  female 
experts. “Usually, nine out of  ten people 
interviewed are men. And there is only 6–7 
percent of  women journalists in sports. 
Women are seen as “extras” in sports, politics 

Nigerian Labor Rejects Secession
This week the Nigeria Labor Congress (NLC) and the Trade Union 
Congress of  Nigeria (TUC)—which together represent millions of  
workers—along with civil-society organizations, presented a joint 
statement rejecting the “hate campaigns” that calling for secession in 
the northern part of  the country. “We Are One for Nigeria,” they said.

Describing themselves as a pan-Nigeria force rejecting the 
drumbeats of  war, the unions and civil society groups issuing the 
statement said that a physical conflict would, “hurt us all, most 
particularly workers” and that a divided Nigeria does not serve workers. 
The statement went on to call on all Nigerians of  any faith, political 
bent, gender and ethnicity to, “stand up with one voice and fight those 
promoting division.”

The workers’ statement came in response to rising political tensions 
in the country, after a coalition of  activist groups in northern Nigeria, 
known as the Northern Youth Groups, demanded that all members of  
the one of  Nigeria’s main ethnic groups, the Igbo, leave northern 
Nigeria within three months or face forced expulsion. For some 
Nigerians, calls for secession are reminiscent of  the bloody Nigerian 
civil war a half  century ago, during which at least 1 million people died.

Pay workers decent salaries, foreign investors told

 KABWE - CENTRAL Province 
Minister Sydney Mushanga has 
w a r n e d  t h a t  t h e  p ro v i n c i a l  
administration will not tolerate 
foreign investors flouting labour laws 
by paying slave wages to workers.

Speaking when he commissioned the 
S & S Auto Zambia Limited plant in 
Kabwe on Saturday,  Mushanga said 
foreign investors should at all times 
endeavour to create a win-win working 
environment with their local employees.

Mushanga said the provincial 
administration will not entertain 
investors that will be found paying slave 

wages to their workers.
“I want to be very straight when I talk 

about labour matters, it should be a win-
win situation. My office will not allow 
slaves wages, employees must also 
benefit. Money should not just go out of 
this country without the lives of our 
people getting better,” he said.

The S & S Auto Zambia Limited plant 
will create about 80 job opportunities for 
the local people when fully operational.

 Mushanga urged more foreign 
investors to consider investing in 
Central Province because of its adequate 
land.

He applauded the Chinese company 
SHACMAN for investing in Kabwe, a 

ARTHUR MWANSA,

ACTU wins first national family and domestic violence leave in the world
he Australian Council of Trade 
Unions (ACTU) has won a first 
round victory to get working T

people access to paid family and 
domestic violence (FDV) leave.

Working people across Australia will 
soon have access to FDV leave after the 
Fair Work Commission (FWC) handed 
down a decision that unpaid leave should 
be available in modern awards, as a basic 
standard for all workers.

The FWC accepted the ACTU's 
argument that FDV is a significant 
community issue, that it disrupts 
workforce part icipat ion,  that  i t  
disproportionately affects women and 
that it requires a workplace response.

The FWC commission also applauded 
the ACTU for being an agent of 'social 
utility'.

Unfortunately the FWC stopped short 

and similar areas,” she said.
Simonis drew the audience's attention to the 

International Federation of  Journalists' (IFJ) 
campaign on gender-based violence at work, 
which is part of  the Global Trade Union 
Movement's demand for an ILO convention 
against gender based violence at work. The 
campaign's statistics show that half  of  women 
media workers have experienced sexual abuse, 
one quarter of  them have experienced acts of  
physical violence and three quarters have 
experienced intimidation, threats or abuse.

Simonis also stressed the importance of  the 
IFJ's Byte Back's campaign concerning online 
harassment of  women journalists in Asia-
Pacific. Data shows that almost two-thirds of  
the women journalists polled by the 
International Women's Media Foundation 
(IWMF) had experienced intimidation, threats 
or abuse in relation to their work. More than 25 
percent of  “verbal, written and/or physical 
intimidation including threats to family or 
friends” took place online. Ekaterina Iarkova / 
IFJ

of paid leave at this stage but it has left the 
door open for this in the future.

The FWC proposes to provide a period 
of unpaid FDV leave in modern awards, 
as well as access to personal/carers leave 
for FDV purposes.

Quotes attributable to ACTU President 
Ged Kearney:

“The ACTU is disappointed that the 
FWC has not awarded paid leave at this 
time, but this decision is the first step in 
the fight to ensure working people trying 
to deal with or recover from family and 
domestic violence have both job and 
financial security.”

“Australia will become the first country 
in the world to have a nationally 
enshrined right to family and domestic 
violence leave.”

“The Australian union movement is at 
the forefront of changing the rules to 

make working people's lives better and 
the FWC acknowledged this when it 
commended the social utility of the 
ACTU's claim, but we acknowledge there 
is more to do in this critically important 
area.”

“The FWC accepted that family and 
domestic violence is a social and 
workplace issue with widespread 
impacts, and that workplace rights must 
keep pace with community expectations.”

“Family and domestic violence leave 
predominantly impacts women, leading 
to financial hardship, job insecurity and 
ultimately safety risks for families and 
people affected.”

“While the FWC has not been able to 
hand down a decision for paid leave at this 
time, it has left the door open for it in the 
future and we will fight until it is a 
workplace right for all.”

place which was once considered to be a ghost 
town.

Mushanga assured investors that Kabwe is no 
longer a ghost town because it has been 
transformed into an investment destination.

He appealed to the banking community and 
other sectors to take advantage of the new 
investments in the province to open branches in 
the region.

SHACMAN managing director Ye Pengtao 
lauded Government for its continued provision 
of an enabling environment for Chinese 
investment.

And S & S Auto Zambia Limited vice general 
manager Yang Jun said his company is proud to 
invest in Central Province.
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aced with a few resources 
and a lot of tasks to be 
accomplished, a risk taker F

in business would float  the few the 
few resources to attract as many 
takers as possible. If the number of 
takers become to many….an 
auction comes alive this time on the 
contrary the least bidders likely to 
get considerations. This could be 
the strategy that has been captured 
by the Zimbabwe Football  
Association (ZIFA) as it dilly 
dallies with the appointment of a 
substantive coach to lead the 
Warriors. 

The association is gambling 
with the senior men's team as it has 
enlisted the services of three former 
coaches for different tournaments 
instead of having a full-time national 
team coach despite owing former 
coaches of huge amounts of money in 

salaries and allowances.
The reluctance to commit itself to 

a single coach shows indecision on 
the part of ZIFA which has resorted 
to an auction system for the coaches 
services. Three coaches, each with 
his own assistants is a clear divide 
and rule tactic from an organisation 
that is clearly paving way for a pool 
of coaches that can be summoned to 
duty on less favourable conditions. It 
would have made sense if the 
coaches worked in sync on all the 
games assessing the players and 
exchanging notes.    

Zimbabwe has not formally 
replaced Kalisto Pasuwa, who left 
the national team job after their exit 
from the Africa Cup of Nations finals 
in Gabon earlier this year. Norman 
Mapeza is now in charge of Nations 
Cup qualifying on caretaker basis, 
Rahman Gumbo for the African 

Nations Championship (CHAN) 
campaign and veteran Sunday 
Marimo Chidzambwa is leading the 
squad at the COSAFA Cup.

All three men have had spells in 
overall charge of the Warriors in the 
past and have had problems with 
ZIFA in terms of their remuneration 
and benefits.

"My task is to look after the team 
in the Cosafa tournament and when 
the southern African championship 
is finished I'm done," Chidzambwa 
explained.

"I'm not looking at development 
or anything like that. As with any 
other coach, I want to get as far as I 
can … in fact I want to win the final."

Chidzambwa has won the 
tournament twice before as coach 
and has an unbeaten record in the 
Cosafa Cup.

The country, whose cash-

strapped football association has 
been the subject of frequent court 
sequestration bids and previously 
had property seized to pay 
outstanding debts. Zifa struggled to 
pay Pasuwa $7 000 monthly salary 
during his tenure as Warriors coach 
and still owes him several months' 
salary to date, only having managed 
to pay him for a few months through 
its benefactor Wicknell Chivayo. 
Saddled with such debts the 
association, in opting for three 
different coaches whose packages 
have not been made public has likely 
gone for a cheaper option.  

Mapeza took over as caretaker 
coach for the start of the 2019 
Nations Cup qualifiers, where the 
Warriors, with a team filled with 
foreign-based players, began their 
bid to qualify for the next tournament 
in Cameroon with an impressive 3-0 
win over Liberia.

The next Nations Cup qualifier 
for Zimbabwe is in March next year 
against the Congo in Brazzaville.

Chidzambwa was in Zimbabwe's 
first post-independence team in 1980 
and coached the national team first in 
1995. He had a permanent spell from 
in 2002 to 2004 when Zimbabwe 
qualified for its first AFCON 
appearance in Tunisia, after which 
Gumbo took over from him, and 
returned again in 2009 after Jose 
Valinhos left.

Gumbo's spells in charge came in 
2005 and 2012 he is now preparing to 
play Namibia on 16 July in the 
CHAN qualifiers with the second leg 
set for the following weekend.

Should they progress, they will 
meet either the Comoros Islands or 
Lesotho over two legs in August for a 
place in next January's finals in 
Kenya. Additional reportage BBC 
Sport

Gambling with coaches 

Rahman Gumbo Sunday Chidzambwa Norman Mapeza 

Arsenal seal £52m deal for £200,000-a-week Lacazette -  set sights on £80m Lemar

rsenal sealed a record 
breaking £52m deal for 
Alexandre Lacazette on A

Tuesday night - and then prepared 

to carry on spending.
Gunners boss Arsene Wenger is 

now plotting moves for Monaco's 
Thomas Lemar, with Leicester 
winger Riyad Mahrez a back-up 

option.
Mirror Sport can reveal that 

Monaco have quoted Arsenal a 
staggering £80m price tag for Lemar 
as they do not want to sell and that 
deal now seems increasingly 
unlikely unless a compromise can be 
reached.

That has opened the door for 
Arsenal to go for Mahrez who is keen 
on a switch to the Emirates with 
Leicester braced for an approach but 
no official bid has been made.

Wenger has already publicly 
admitted his admiration for Mahrez 
as Arsenal look to shake up the squad 
even after Lacazette's arrival shatters 
the previous record set when they 
signed Mesut Ozil for £42.5m in 
2013.

Alexandre Lacazette will become 
the club's best-paid player (Photo: 
AFP/Getty Images)

The 26-year-old Lyon striker 
completed a medical on Tuesday 
after agreeing a five year contract and 
is expected to be Arsenal's top earner 
on £200,000-a-week.

He was introduced to his new 
team mates at the training ground and 
may join their pre-season trip to 

Australia and China.
Arsenal have now given up on 

Monaco's Kylian Mbappe and the 
hope is that may ease the French 
club's position on Lemar.

Arsenal signing Lacazette will 
influence Sanchez's decision to stay 
at club, says Nigel Winterburn

Arsenal still want Thomas Lemar, 
but have given up on Kylian Mbappe 
(Photo: AFP/Getty Images)

But Arsenal are also waiting on the 
futures of Alexis Sanchez, Ozil, Alex 
Oxlade-Chamberlain and Olivier 
Giroud. 

Sanchez and his representatives 
are due to hold talks with Arsenal this 
week and there is a growing fear that 
he is pushing for a move to 
Manchester City after refusing to 
commit to a new contract worth in 
excess of £275,000-a-week at the 
Emirates.

There is still an offer from China 
on the table for Sanchez which is 
understood to be worth more than 
double Arsenal's contract and would 
be far higher than City could pay.

Arsenal remain defiant that they 
will not sell to a Premier League rival 
but with only City in the market - 

Chelsea may yet come back later on - 
they face a major dilemma whether to 
sell now or risk losing him for 
nothing next year.

The futures of Alexis Sanchez and 
Mesut Ozil remain undecided 
(Photo: Rex Features)

Ozil is prepared to run down his 
contract as he wants £350,000-a-
week while Oxlade-Chamberlain 
will not leave this summer but there is 
no agreement on a new deal in sight 
even though he only has a year left.

Everton and West Ham have made 
enquiries about Giroud but Arsenal 
are unlikely to allow him to go until 
Sanchez's future is resolved.

Giroud is believed to favour a 
move back to France with Marseille 
watching developments or staying in 
London. West Ham are ready to offer 
£20m and give Giroud a four year 
deal worth £130,000-a-week.

Arsenal have told Hector Bellerin 
he is going nowhere despite 
Barcelona's interest with Wenger 
insisting he has got six years left on 
his current deal and will not be sold 
under any circumstances.

Alexandre Lacazette will become the club's best-paid player 
(Photo: AFP/Getty Images)
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